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I started my long journey into creating a role-playing game 
almost two decades ago. Like most other gamers I began 
altering rules in my games and eventually, I implemented 
entirely new rules and dice mechanics. Some great, some not 
so great. 

Soon I brought in some other close gaming friends that 
helped me test and re-test a system that would ultimately 
become the first version 
of  Kromore. After 
roughly five years and 
multiple incarnations 
of  a game system with 
over a hundred testers 
throughout the world; 
I landed on the three-
action attribute-d4 
based combat system 
that is the current first 
edition game mechanic. 
So why change? 

The first edition of  the 
Kromore Roleplaying Game released in fall of  2014. Even 
though I was a complete unknown in the marketplace, my 
second attempt at a Kickstarter performed decently well and 
the roleplaying fan base made a print edition possible. 

For the most part, the gaming world welcomed me in. They 
taught me where all the best conventions took place. They 
introduced me to corners of  the internet that exist only 
to promote tabletop gaming. They added another layer of  
perspective to Kromore, that good and bad, gave me a ton 
to think about. The community of  tabletop gaming became 
that much smaller once I stepped in. I’m incredibly proud to 
have completed the first Kromore book, but now I’m ready to 
tackle a second edition.

I don’t want to replace the first Kromore edition. The 
first edition is still something I thoroughly enjoy and will 
continue to play. What I do want in the second edition is a 
simplification of  game mechanics to broaden the audience 
and bring in new players. It’s a refresh of  a game currently 5 
years old.

There are some things in the first edition that will not be 
included in the second edition, simply because we want to 
save room for new lore. This will maintain that the first 
edition continues to have value for players and gives them 
even more Kromore content. 

One of  the biggest changes you will see in the second 
edition of  Kromore is the lack of  requirement for a game 
board. I wanted to remove the requirement of  a game board 
and allow for a more story driven game, but that doesn’t 
mean you still can’t crack out great game combat maps and 
miniatures. Having a visual board to give you story telling 
visuals is always a plus, but for the second edition playtest, 
not a requirement.

I have a team of  talented artists, editors, designers, and 
production personnel already working on the second edition. 
I’m super excited to start this adventure again and bring an 
updated Kromore to the fans with new lore, races, enemies, 
expansions, and modules. 

Before you start playing this playtest, I need every gamer to 
help me get more details. I need you to go to www.kromore.
com and fill out our survey. This is imperative so we get your 
valuable feedback. This will also add you to our mailing list 
for future playtests and announcements. We are rewarding 
players who provide feedback by placing their names in the 
upcoming published edition of  the book. We will also supply 
these feedback players with links and important updates 
to future crowdfunding, free downloads, and convention 
appearances. We don’t share email addresses with anyone and 
only send you emails when big things happen.

Thanks so much for the opportunity to bring you a refresh of  
Kromore. 

T. Julian Bell

First Edition of  Kromore

No portion of this work may be reproduced in any form without written permission from Raex Games. This material is protected under the copyright laws of the United States of 
America. Any reproduction of unauthorized use of this material or artwork contained herein is prohibited without the express written permission of Raex Games Publishing LLC. Raex 
Games & Kromore material contains no Open Game Content. This product is a work of fiction. Any similarity to actual people, organizations, places, or events is purely coincidental.

Copyright by Raex Games Publishing LLC 2019-2020
Kromore Second Edition Playtest Copyright 2019 Raex Games.
U.S. RAEX GAMES www.raexgames.com www.kromore.com

All rights reserved  Made in the U.S.A.
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THIS PLAYTEST:
You can participate in this playtest as a storyteller or player. 
Everything you need to run a game is included in this play-
test. If you don’t have a group, but still want to participate 
online, go to the website Roll20.com and search for publicly 
announced sessions. If none are available, we recommend 
starting your own. 

THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
You’ll need to print out the character sheet for the Kromore 
Second edition playtest found in this playtest or from our 
website at www.Kromore.com. With the character sheet 
create your character for the playtest following the playtest 
guide. We recommend writing in pencil so you can make 
changes easily as you level up. 

You’ll also need some 6-sided dice. We recommend 6 dice 
per player. This is the only die type players will need to play 
the second edition of Kromore. 

Lastly, you’ll need some friends to play with. If you are look-
ing for other tabletop players, we recommend checking out 
your local gaming stores, library, and hobby shops. Once 
you find a group of players someone will have to play the 
storyteller of the story. 

Playing a story-based role-playing game within the world 
of Kromore requires the players to create unique fictional 
characters. Players control their characters in the story de-
ciding when to move, what to wear, when to fight, and what 
to say. The player has complete control over the actions and 
decisions of their character, but those decisions and actions 
will always fall within guidelines of the rules, which are 
enforced by the storyteller by using this playtest. 

If you enjoy storytelling, then the storyteller is the perfect 
job for you. The storyteller is the one in the group who has 
taken it upon themselves to narrate the story of the game. If 
rules don’t exist for something happening in the story, the 
storyteller gets to decide on an outcome. 

The storyteller determines if the rules are being followed, 
make narrative decisions, control enemies and puzzles for 
players to interact with, and determine outcomes not pre-
defined by the rules of the game. The role of the storyteller 
is to guide the other players’ characters along a fictional 
story. The storyteller is NOT the decider of fate for players 
characters, but simply the narrator of their story.  

STORY: 
The game is intended to entertain as a social event between 
friends that will create unique memories. If you don’t have 
a great plot idea, follow the lead your players provide. Use 
their backgrounds and professions to divulge a plot. The 
plot does not have to start off elaborate and challenging. A 
simple start is often a great introduction for all the players.

This playtest has a pre-built module for players to follow to 
get into a game session of Kromore. After the module has 
been played, the storyteller can continue the story in any 
direction they feel their players would enjoy continuing. If 
you run out of material, we highly recommend pulling story 
lore from the first edition Kromore books. 

WHAT IS KROMORE:
Kromore is a massive setting far on the opposite side of the 
galaxy from Earth. The planet Kromore is a refugee world 
for aliens who at some point in their history have been 
forced to flee their home universe. Humans were brought 
to this planet at different times throughout history, each 
time influencing the planet’s social, economic, and political 
stability. There are lots of aliens that live on and around 
Kromore. In this playtest players will get the opportunity to 
play some of these aliens as characters, each with different 
pasts and objectives.

The planet Kromore has two moons, a twenty-hour day, a 
ten-month calendar year, and forty-day month. The time-
line of playable eras for stories to take place in Kromore 
spans 10,000 years and includes high fantasy, steam punk, 
Victorian, cyber-punk, and high sci-fi. Magic is derived 
from the infinite realms. Magi cast spells by opening 
gateways to the realms in order to pull their magic. These 
gateways are openings for dark creatures from the realms to 
sneak through causing chaos and destruction in their wake.

We recommend choosing a strong mix of skills for your 
character while using this playtest due to the diversity of 
setting and options that are available. For additional Kro-
more lore and background beyond the information pro-
vided in this playtest, check out the first edition Kromore 
roleplaying game and subsequent adventure books.

HOW TO PLAY:
On page 10 and 11 you will find the Races and skills section. 
Use the character sheet in the back of this playtest or found 
on our website, www.kromore.com to fill in your starting 
character race and skill dice. To better understand what 
each skill is used for. Read through pages 6-9 to understand 

how successes are rolled with skill dice.
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players have used their actions, the phase ends. Players 
cannot share actions with others. When all players are done 
with their actions the phase moves to the opposing group. 
Players can only act during enemy phases when required to 
make an opposing roll as 1 action.

Opposing Dice Rolls:
Some skills prompt opposing dice rolls to avoid. When 
rolling an opposition skill, the player or enemy only gains 
1 action worth of dice to roll for successes. The number 
of successes from an opposition roll removes that amount 
of incoming damage or effects. Remaining successes not 
removed by the opposing role are applied as condition pen-
alties for the player. Out of conflict, players can oppose with 
3 actions of their skill dice. See skills for more information.

3 ACTIONS:
Except for an opposition roll, players get 
3 actions to perform skills. Players decide 
which skill to use and how many actions 
they’ll spend. (Example: A player wants 
to jump over a wall then swing their 
sword twice at an enemy monster. The 
player would roll their fitness dice for 1 
action and follow that up with 2 actions 
worth of their melee dice.)

Success on Skill Dice:
Players roll skill dice in the hope of 
gaining successes. A player rolls a success 
as a 5 or 6 on a six-sided die. If the player 
rolls a 6, they get a success and they get 
to roll that die again, each time adding a 
success to their total. The number of dice 
rolled is based on the total dice score 
for the skill. All skill dice are purchased 
through skill points given to players at 
the start of the game and on level ups. 

DICE SKILL MAX:
Common skills start at 1 dice per skill. 
All other skills begin at 0 dice and 
are not usable unless a player spends 
skill points to gain dice. All skills can 
be raised to a maximum of 5 dice. All 
starting bonuses from race are includ-
ed in max totals. Any magic, heroic, or 
extra temporary skill dice do not count 
towards max dice.

Story:
Story moments are defined by everything happening during 
the game including all conflicts and actions. The story is 
told by the storyteller. Players can interact with that story by 
roleplaying their character, like a character in a book.

Conflicts:
When players talk to a local NPC, pickpocket a barkeep, or 
flee from the city watch, a conflict occurs. During a con-
flict, the storyteller announces a conflict has started and 
asks players to make perception skill rolls. Players will roll 
their perception skill dice (see 3 actions) and as a group the 
player with the highest perception uses that score against 
the enemy perception roll. 

If the players scored higher or equal to the enemy total, they 
act first. If they failed to meet or beat the enemy conflict 
total, they act second. When a conflict occurs as a surprise 
and players fail to beat the enemy successes, the enemy will 
gain two phases before the players get their first. Likewise, 
if players intend to surprise enemies and score higher, they 
gain two phases before the enemy gets their first.

Phases:
Conflict phases go back and forth between enemies and 
players until a resolution is reached. A phase is complete 
when players have no more actions left to spend. Phases 
last around 30 seconds to 1 minute each side in story time. 
Storytellers control the enemy shared phase and all enemies 
use their actions in this phase. All players share a phase.

Players may choose to avoid conflict for various reasons, if 
they do avoid conflict, they can perform 1 action that isn’t 
combat related outside of an ongoing conflict. This may 
include negotiating with the enemies who are involved, in-
vestigating the answers to a puzzle, or simply trading some 
goods with a merchant that are too precious to pass up 
unconcerned that your fellow party members are currently 
getting chased by the local militia. Players can join their 
allies during their phase only. If a player betrays their group, 
they can join the enemy phase. 

If players cannot decide who goes first during their phase, 
all player turns are determined by the first person closest to 
the storyteller’s left, then clockwise in a circle until everyone 
has gone.

During the conflict phase (when it’s the players 
turn to act) each player gets 3 actions. Once all 

Story, Conflicts &

Actions
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Rolling a 1:
When a player rolls a 1 on any of their dice during a skill 
roll, that dice becomes unusable for any remaining actions 
in the players turn. If the total 1’s rolled at the end of a play-
er’s action is more than the successes, the player has rolled a 
failure. When rolling, any 1’s rolled are removed from future 
action dice rolls in the round, even if the player is attempt-
ing a different skill. A player should count removed dice 
towards other skill attempts total dice. 

Example: A player has a total Fitness of 3 dice and Guile of 
4 dice. On the player’s first action they roll their Guile to 
hide and get 1, 4, 5, 1. That’s two dice removed (1, 1) and 1 
success (5). The 4 scores them nothing. Now on their 2nd 
action they only get 2 dice, because they have lost 2 from 
rolling (1, 1). They roll their Guile and get 5 & 5. They now 
have 3 successes and that is more than 2 failures, so they 
succeed with 3 successes. On their 3rd and final action they 
roll their Fitness, but only get 1 dice of their normal 3, be-
cause 2 dice were removed already from failing earlier.

Some types of critical failure are dropping a weapon during 
a weapon skill, tripping over a rock when attempting to 
jump a cavernous pit and falling in, putting an airship into 
an accidental spiral, and falling off a horse while attempting 
to ride bravely into a conflict. Storyteller discretion.

Combining SKILL SUCCESSES:
When combining skill successes, a player can combine all 
three of their actions for the same skill or divide them up 
amongst three different skills. 

If a player wishes to perform skills on different targets, they 
must have at least 1 action available for each target. A player 
must declare before they roll that they are combining ac-
tions, and which target they intend to use them. Once they 
have rolled, they take the total successes from all actions 
with the same skill as the final amount towards the target. 
When fighting group enemies all skills are applied to the 
group regardless. 

ALLIES COMBINING SKILLS:
Allies can gang up on targets by combining actions against 
them if, and only if, they have profession skills that grant 
them abilities to do so. (Example: Commanders can per-
form Battlespace to target a single enemy 
on the battlefield for their allies to com-
bine actions. The total number of success-
es the Commander rolls is the number of 
allies that can combine their skills.)

When allies attempt to perform skills to 
aid one another they can combine suc-
cesses without profession abilities. 

COMPANION CHARACTERS: 
Players who have unlocked companion characters can use 
them in and out of conflicts. Companions only get 1 action. 
Companions only get limited access to certain skills. To 
create a companion, use 10 skill points to buy skills. Com-
panions earn 1 additional skill point every level after 1st. 
Players can only have 1 active companion but can have 
multiple companions traveling with them. Switching active 
companions is allowed once every day.

HEROIC Actions:
Players earn heroic actions from storytellers by perform-
ing stellar roleplay in daring conflicts, solving puzzles, 
and overcoming great story obstacles. Storytellers should 
provide players with 1-3 heroic actions when one of the 
above situations occurs and the storyteller feels the player 
has earned them. Heroic actions should be handed out in a 
fair and balanced manner to all players over game sessions 
but should not ever exceed a total of 5. If a player has 5 
heroic actions already and wishes to share, 
they may do so. When players wish to 
cash in their heroic actions, they 
use some, or all of them 
at once. The added 
boost of extra actions 
grants full skill dice for 
each action as if they are 
free. Players must declare 
how many heroic actions 
the player intends to 
add before they use 
them.
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COMBAT IN SECOND EDITION:
Combat between players and enemies is determined during 
conflict phases. All players use their actions during their 
phase to perform skills and gain successes from them. If 
skills that deal damage successfully score successes when 
used, those successes are totaled up against the target’s 
defenses. If the incoming successes are lower or match the 
defense of the target no damage is applied to the target 
character.

If incoming successes are higher than the characters defense 
the player will take hits.

Wearing Armor can reduce the damage of a hit for a player, 
but only up to its damage reduction rating. All additional 
damage will continue to injure the players’ life points. 

Players are not required to wear armor or a shield, but it will 
greatly protect against incoming damage. When a shield is 
equipped it counts towards the players total defense score.

DEFENSE = Dodge + Temp Dodge + Cover + Shield

DODGE:
Every character has a standard dodge of 1. 

TEMP DODGE:
Some abilities grant additional temporary 
dodge bonuses to characters, but these 
bonuses are temporary and should be 
recorded on a player’s character 
sheet under temporary dodge.

COVER:
Cover is a large 
object that provides cover 
from damage. (Example: A short wall, large boulder, 
thick dense smoke cloud that obscures vision, or 
other object that protects a character in conflict). 
Cover does not protect the character fully from 
damage but will benefit the player a 1-3 bonus. 
This bonus does not stack with shields. Some 
abilities grant additional cover bonuses, but 
the additional bonus cannot raise over 3.

SHIELDS:
When a player uses a shield to pro-
tect their character, they do so at a 
cost of 1 action from their con-
flict phase. A shield will grant 
a player a bonus depending 
on the quality of the shield. 

Most shields have a defense value of 1 but crafting a shield 
or finding a high-quality merchant that sells a high-grade 
shield can bring the defense up to 3.

Shields apply cover bonuses, and though they stack with 
cover bonuses to defense, they cannot raise beyond 3 when 
combined with cover. 

Movement:
A player’s movement is tracked through roleplay. All players 
can move while performing actions but should state how. 
For complex movement, such as climbing or jumping over 
obstacles, a fitness skill should be used.
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ARMOR Damage Reduction (DR):
Armor does not have a defense value, but it does provide 
benefit of damage reduction from incoming hits that would 
normally strike the characters Life Points. Armor damage 
reduction ranges from 0-4.

ARMOR Hit Points (HP):
When armor is struck in combat it strikes up to its damage 
reduction value. (Example: If an armors DR=2, then any 
damage that passes the characters defense up to 2 is reduced 
by the armor. The player should mark off hit points equal to 
the amount reduced by the armor on the armors gear hits.)

Any additional damage that armor can’t reduce, continues 
to the characters life points.

LIFE POINTS (LP):
When a player takes damage that isn’t avoided by their char-
acter’s defense or armor, they take a hit to their life points. 

Players take damage to their life points in varying levels 
of injury. The player first takes up to 10 wound hits. After 
those hits they can take up to 5 critical hits, but once they 
start taking critical hits, they lose 1 of their actions until 
those critical injuries are healed. If a player takes hits past 
critical, they begin dying. Dying characters get 1 action. 
Conditions removing actions from characters do not re-
move actions used to stabilize from death.

Bonus life points:
A character can earn bonus life points from abilities, gear, 
and spells. If a character has bonus life points, they must 
apply them first when taking hits to Life Points. Most bonus 
life points will wear off over time if not used to heal. Players 
can only receive bonus life points up to a total of 10.

Dying Characters:
A character only gets 1 action when they are dying.  
If the character takes hits past dying, they drop to 
unconscious and require stabilizing from death.

A dying character is healed by the healer profession skill or 
magical healing from magi spells.

Players naturally heal life points with their soul skill x2, 
every day. Players can use their full 3 actions when rolling 
and apply heroic actions.

Stabilizing from Death:
Once the character runs out of hits (10 wound) (5 critical) 
(5 dying) they fall unconscious and get 1 action for a final 
resistance skill roll to stabilize.

The number of successes from the roll determines the 
characters state. Players must immediately make their first 
attempt to stabilize the moment they fall past their total 
dying hits. Unconscious characters wake after an hour with 
only 1 life point unless healed for more. 

0 successes = Death
1-2 successes = Dying slowly (roll again up to an hour)

3 successes = Stabilized, but unconscious.
4+ successes = Stabilized, and awake.

Vehicles:
A vehicle has stats like characters. Armor on a vehicle pro-
tects the areas around an engine but can in most cases be 
penetrated to damage the engine without fully destroying 
the integrity of the armor. Some vehicles have weapons 
that require a player to use actions to operate. Weapon 
skill dice for vehicles is 
provided by the vehicle. 
Weapons on most ve-
hicles deal area impact 
damage. This type of 
damage when used on 
players allows players a fitness skill opposition to avoid 

some damage. (see vehicles for more) Weapons 
used on other vehicles deal vehicle damage hits.
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CREATING A CHARACTER:
A player’s character is created by choosing a race and 
spending skill points to gain skill dice. Every skill can have 
up to 5 skill dice, including any bonus skill dice provided by 
race. Players begin with 15 skill points to spend at the start 
of the game towards skill dice. Humans add an additional 5 
starting skill points. All characters begin with the base 100-
word language, Trade.

COST OF SKILLS:
Skill dice are purchased with skill points. Partially spending 
of skill points for dice is not allowed. Common skills are 
purchased at a cost of 1:1. Weapon skills are purchased at 
a cost of 3:1. Magi skills at 4:1. Profession skills at a cost of 
2:1. All purchases last forever on the character. Common 
skills automatically gain +1 dice for each of the 
Common skills and are allowed raised to 6. All other 
skills start at 0 dice with a maximum of 5. 

LEVELING:
Characters level throughout the story, each time gaining 
additional skill points to spend for skill dice. Storytellers 
determine when players level. Players must spend all their 
earned skill points when they level on dice. 

How Players earn Levels:
Storytellers determine when players as a group are ready to 
level and gain more knowledge. This can occur after a major 
story event, large battle with enemies, or simply when the 
storyteller wants to reward the players with a level.

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Skill points 

to spend 15 4 3 4 5 3 4 3 4 5

Level 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Skill points 

to spend 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 3 4 5

Companion Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Points each level 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Luxen

Laeris
h

Zatilok

Ferria
n

Gyxan

Character
Creation
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Race Bonus skill dice at character creation Language
Luxen 1 Perception | 1 Animal Care | 1 Outlander Lux, Trade

Ferrian 1 Fitness | 1 Presence| 1 Vanquisher Ferrian, Trade
Zatilok 1 Fitness | 1 Resistance | 1 Shadow Zatil, Trade
Gyxan 1 Perception | 1 Animal Care | 1 Grifter Gyx, Trade
Laerish 1 Knowledge| 1 Perception | 1 Inventor Lar-bout, Trade
Rylex 1 Resistance | 1 Soul | 1 Soldier Rylex, Trade

Mirikore 1 Perception | 1 Presence | 1 Aristocrat Gale’, Trade
Human 5 starting skill points to spend on any skills Tradian, Trade

Hive Gains bonuses based of current host race Ceronic, Trade

Common Skills Weapon Skills Profession Skills Magi  Skills

Cost 1point for 1 dice 
(These skills gain a starting +1 dice) Cost 3pts for 1 dice

Cost 2pts for 1 dice Cost 4pts for 1 dice
Aristocrat Soldier Black Hat-Magi

Animal Care Fitness Commander Grifter Elemental-Magi

Guile Knowledge Unarmed/Grapple Inventor Healer Grim-Magi
Perception Presence Melee Outlander Pilot Innate-Magi
Resistance Soul Ranged Shadow Vanquisher Sci-Magi

Human
Rylex

Mir
iKore

Hiv
e 
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Animal Care:
All animal related handling/riding and care is managed by 
this skill. The skill is used to tame wild animals by calming 
them in the same way presence can subdue a drunk human. 
Once an animal is calmed, if they are a rideable animal they 
can be ridden with the use of a saddle. All fitness like acts 
that are performed with the animal use this skill instead of 
fitness while the rider is riding. All animal attacks use this 
skill and require the rider to use actions to attack. Animals 
that act as companions also require this skill to interact. 

Fitness:
Running, jumping, swimming, climbing, holding one’s 
breath, endurance related activities, crawling through 
confined spaces, tumbling past enemies, and walking 
across narrow objects requires a fitness skill roll. Fitness is 
also used in opposition to physical spell attacks. A fitness 
opposition roll represents the characters ability to avoid the 
touch of a spell caster and blast radius of an explosion.

The storyteller should determine the difficult of a fitness 
skill prior to the player attempting it. Lighting, weather, and 
terrain conditions should factor into success difficulty.

When traveling in zero gravity players must use at least 1 
action of a successful fitness prior to any conflict or action 
skill at the start of their turn before other actions in order to 
perform them. Zero G is also used when underwater.

Guile:
A player can attempt to hide in and out of conflict phase 
by rolling their guile skill for successes. They are effectively 
hidden only if an enemy doesn’t discover them with an op-
posed perception skill score that beats their guile successes.

A player can roll their guile skill as an action to pick a lock 
at a success requirement equal to the challenge of the lock. 

Pickpocketing requires the character choose how many 
actions they will use. The opposing character makes an op-
posed perception roll of up to the same amount of actions. 

If the target is distracted with an additional guile skill rolled 
by the player, or another player in the same phase, 
the target loses their option to oppose the pickpock-
et. The pickpocket must occur in the same phase 

These skills represent the most common skills used with-
out extensive formal training. All common skills provide 
an automatic +1 dice regardless if the player has purchased 
the common skill or not. These skills can be raised to 5 
purchased dice by players not including the additional +1 
bonus dice, making the maximum allowed dice total, 6.

Common
SKILLS

Opposing rolls & Conditions:
Some skills cause conditions and require opposing rolls. 
These opposing rolls represent the reaction of another 
character in attempts to avoid, reduce, or ignore the con-
dition. Characters are only allowed 1 action worth of dice 
when making an opposing skill roll. All opposing rolls 
happen during conflicts. If a conflict isn’t already occurring, 
any condition that forces an opposing roll begins a conflict 
phase. 

When a target fails to oppose the full condition, the remain-
ing successes leave the condition at an equal power level. 
(Example: If an incoming condition roll of 6 successes forc-
es a fitness opposition, but the player only rolls 2 successes; 
the player has the condition on them until they roll at least 
3 successes in their phase to remove the Major condition. 

0 successes after opposing (Miss) [0 to remove] 
1-3 successes after opposing (Minor) [2 to remove]
4-6 Successes after opposing (Major) [3 to remove]
7-9 Successes after opposing (Epic) [4 to remove]

10+ Successes after opposing (Legendary) [5 to remove]

Conditions are removed during the players phase 
allowing the player up to 3 actions to use.

Time & Skills:
Players cannot re-roll actions on the same target or attempt 
until time passes based on the chart below. Players can roll 
the skill before the time, but it must be for a different goal. 
Some failed skills use resources or have consequences. 

 Skill Time till next try  Skill Time till next try

Animal Care 1 hour Perception 1 hour - 1 day

Fitness 5 minutes Presence 1 day - 1 month

Guile 1 minute Resistance 1 phase 
(30 seconds)

Knowledge 1 day Soul 1 phase 
(30 seconds)

Guile: 

Fitness: 

Animal Care: 
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as the distraction but cannot use the same action(s) as the 
pickpocket attempt. The same technique is used when gam-
bling to cheat. An opposed guile skill is made by all other 
gamblers, the highest success score sees cheating. In a tie, 
the cheating goes unnoticed.

Disguise is performed by guile on one’s self or another tar-
get. When players are attempting to disguise another char-
acter together, they can do so by combining their successes, 
but the actions must occur in the same phase. Disguise 
successes are the set number required to see through the 
disguise with opposition rolls. Once a disguise is made it is 
a condition, lasting until it is removed or seen. Attempting 
to improve a disguise requires 1 day, but a lower success in 
the improvement will remove the disguise.

Knowledge:
A player can use their knowledge to ascertain information 
about important aspects of the universe. A player’s knowl-
edge is related to their race, region they are from, culture, 
military tactics and organizations, historical facts, science 
and magic, and religion and folklore. If a player has not pur-
chased dice in the knowledge skill, they only know simple 
information about the universe and their background.

Perception:
Perception is used to determine the players’ group conflict 
starting score. All players roll their Perception at the start of 
a conflict phase and the highest players success roll is count-
ed for the group score. If they meet or beat the opposing 
conflict groups scores, they start first. (see Story & Conflict 
for more about conflict phases.)

Perception is also used to detect observations of the senses:  
seeing, smelling, touching, tasting, and hearing. In addition, 
perception is used to discover hidden items, investigate a 
mystery, or solve a puzzle.

A player can use the perception skill to search for items, 
find clues, divulge a disguised person or item, investigate 
their surroundings, find vulnerabilities in enemies during 
conflict, and figure out puzzles. 

When a player attempts a perception skill during conflict 
to find a vulnerability in an enemy, the storyteller can set 
the level of successes required. This should present a role 
play situation and benefit to the player if they are 
successful. Storytellers can tell the players prior to 
the roll, the number of successes required, so the 

Presence:
Presence can persuade a guard to look the other way, con-
vince an innkeeper to let you sweep the bar after hours in 
trade for a night’s stay, or return an angry mob to a passive 
and peaceful town.

When this skill is rolled it forces an immediate opposition 
presence roll. If the player rolls better than their opposing 
target they succeed in their goal. The amount of successes 
over their target provides bonuses when bartering. Tying 
the successes of an opposing target keeps the status the 
same. Failing to beat the target fails. A player or enemy can 
re-roll against a target, once a day.

Resistance:
This skill keeps a character from dying if they fall in battle. 
(see STABILIZING DEATH). Resistance will aid a player 
when they need their character to recover from poison, dis-
ease, and sickness. It is also used during extreme tempera-
ture shifts and in opposing to protect the character from 
elemental spell effects such as freezing.

soul:
Soul is used to counter spell like effects and hallucinations 
that would cause the character to go mad. Soul is also used 
when a character is crafting magi spell channeled devices 
and elemental devices. Some spells will require the charac-
ter to also make a soul skill check during casting because of 
the strain on the character and the connection to the realms 
from where the spell is cast from. Failure of a soul roll relat-
ed to magi-spells will result often in LP hits directly to the 
character without the option of the hit going to defense or 
armor first. This damage is applied often as a condition only 
removed through the soul skill.

Characters heal their life points every day with a soul skill 
check (up to 3 actions). They take the number of successes 
for the total life points healed. The successes are applied 

directly to life points to heal. If a healer is near, the 
player gains a x2 to their healing that day.

Knowledge: 

Perception: 

Presence: 

Resistance: 

Soul: 

player can choose how many actions they wish to use. If a 
player makes a perception during conflict and fails however, 
they can no longer attempt the same goal with a perception 
skill roll.
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Unarmed Weapons/Grappling: 
All unarmed fighting falls under unarmed weapons. Boxing, 
martial art melee attacks, claw attacks, kicks, punches, and 
headbutts are considered unarmed. If a player chooses to 
attack with unarmed weapons, they treat the weapon as if it 
is a lethal hit or a non-lethal hit at their choice. All non-le-
thal and lethal hits are recorded the same for a character, 
but non-lethal hits do not deal damage to armor. Armor 
will protect a target from non-lethal hits. If a target falls un-
conscious from a non-lethal hit, they do not need to make a 
resistance roll to stabilize from death, but instead will wake 
up after an hour with a headache and 1 life point.

Grappling: 
Grappling requires the character engage in a point-blank 
ranged conflict with a target before initiating. A target can 
oppose the grapple with their own grapple skill OR make 
a reactionary fitness skill at /2 successes rounded down. 
The opposer can use up to the number of actions of their 
attacker to oppose. (players with high grapple dice pools 
should attempt lower actions so their opponents have fewer 
chances to succeed against them.)

Tying in a grapple contest breaks the grapple and both 
characters separate. Losing the start of a grapple contest 
puts the loser in a chosen state by the winner. Winning the 
start of a grapple contest allows the winner to choose the 
grapple state. Multiple allies can target the same character 

WEAPON SKILLS
in grapples, but only if they have a commander giving them 
the ability to combine successes on a target. Multiple allies 
can target the same enemy in grapples, but they are inde-
pendent grapples.

GRAPPLE STATES:
When defending against a grapple, the defender can only 
use up to the number of actions used by the attacking 
grappler to defend. (Example: If the attacking grappler uses 
2 actions the defender can use 2 actions to defend against. 
If the defender does not have the grappler skill, they use 1/2 
their fitness skill successes, rounded down.)

Pin: A winner of a grapple can pin their target and hold 
them. Each phase the winner uses their grapple skill dice to 
continue to hold the target. 

Damage: The winner of a grapple can damage their target 
with unarmed attacks, claws, or small weapons (provided 
they have a small weapon to use). If the winning character 
of the grapple decides to deal damage, they must choose 1, 
2, or 3 actions to do so during their phase. All damage to a 
grappled character ignores defense. If they choose 3 actions 
the grapple is ended after the damage. If they choose 1 or 
2 actions, they must first make a grapple. If they fail the 
grapple, the grapple immediately ends and are no longer 
grappled with the target. (Note: The number of actions used 
for the grapple must be declared first before rolled.)

Slamming/Throwing: A grappler can slam or throw their 
target with an additional grapple dice roll once grappled. 
For each success over the defender, they deal hits to the 
target as damage from the slam. These hits ignore defense. 
After the slam, the grapple ends. Additional successes can 
be added by the storyteller to represent terrain.

Disarming: The winner of a grapple can disarm their target 
with an additional grapple dice roll once grappled. The 
disarm removes a weapon, shield, item worn, or other 
storyteller discretion gear piece. If they choose 3 actions the 
grapple is ended after the damage. If they choose 1 or 2 ac-
tions, they must first make a grapple. If they fail, the grapple 
ends, and they cannot disarm the target.

Unarmed Weapons: 
Unarmed & Grappling Attacks

All weapon skills are strictly for combat use during conflict 
phases. A player must have a weapon from the weapon skill 
in order to use their weapon skill. All weapon skills are 
rolled each action and the total successes for actions used is 
the amount of damage hits that strike a target opponent. 

When a player attacks a target or vice versa, the player must 
declare the target they are attacking first. All damage from 
weapon skills is determined by total successes rolled by the 
weapon skill. A player can use any of their actions they have 
available in their conflict phase when rolling weapon skills 
provided, they have actions to use. Using a ranged weapon 
will automatically remove 1 action from the wielder.
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Melee Weapons:
Melee weapons are all weapons that strike a target that is 
adjacent to the wielder. This includes swords, daggers, axes, 
staffs, hammers, clubs, flails, punching daggers, armored 
gauntlets, kukri, great swords, falcata, num-chuk, picks, 
pole arms, maces, using non-weapon objects as a melee 
weapon (at half success damage), and any other melee 
weapon exotic or otherwise. 

Reach weapons used in combat such as spears and halberds 
can gain a benefit to use against a target, provided the player 
wielding them spend 1 action of their phase to hold their 
ground. A player can state they want to strike anyone that 
comes within close range. This holding ground stance will 
give the character a free action for every enemy that enters 
close range during their phase or an opponent’s phase. This 
extra action is used as 1 action of melee weapon dice against 
the incoming attacker. 

Ranged Weapons: 
Ranged weapons include hand crossbows, light crossbows, 
heavy crossbows, spears, javelin, slings, long bows, short 
bows, throwing daggers, whips (within close range of target) 
boomerangs, using non-lethal objects as a projectile (at 1/2 
success damage), and throwing axes, throwing stars, and 
darts. Flint lock pistols, rifles, and muskets that fire a single 
round are also considered a ranged single shot weapon. 

Clip based pistols, rifles, steam revolvers, experimental 
guns, pump loading shotguns and auto shotguns, nuclear 
steam technology clip (NST) ranged weapons, Gatling guns, 
other futuristic devices that perform ranged attacks with 
an energy sources, and repeating crossbows. Most ranged 
weapons require clips, power sources, ammunition holders, 
quivers, or individual thrown ammunition.

All ranged weapons require a set number of equivalent 
ammunition (in some cases the ammunition is the 

weapon: dart, spears, javelin). Ammunition should 
be tallied on a character sheet. Players do not have 
to use actions to load, reload, or aim their ranged 
weapons. 

Ranged Penalties:
Storytellers should decrease successes if situations 

occur where atmosphere can make aiming harder. 

 Situation Success Penalty Applied
Fog or obscuring view -1

Snow or Hailstorm -2
White Out | Hurricane -4

Total Darkness | Blinding Total Light -5

Ranged Weapon Distance:
All ranged weapons have an effective range.  Point blank 
range is anything within 1.5 meters or 5’. Close range is 
anything within 7 meters or 21’. Far is anything past close 
range, but still within view. Very Far is anything requiring a 
scope to see. 

Storyteller discretion on including effective range penalties. 
Sometimes it is easier to tell the story without them, but 
sometimes range will matter for story purposes. 

Melee Weapons: 
All Weapon Melee Attacks

Ranged Weapons: 
All thrown, projectile, and ranged
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Weapon Name Type Era 
Availability Effective Range Avg Cost in 

Crowns or Credits
Perception Successes
Required to Scavenge

Inventor Successes
to Craft w/ Scavenge

Claws melee All Point Blank 100-4000 5 4

Martial Axes melee All Point Blank 50-750 6 5

Martial Clubs, Maces, & Hammers melee All Point Blank 15-500 5 4

Polearms (see melee for reach) melee All Point Blank 25-1000 7 6

NST Bladed Weapons melee after 2140 ASC Point Blank 1500-2400 10 10

Stun Clubs melee after 2140 ASC Point Blank 2000-3000 12 10

Martial Daggers melee All Point Blank 400-2500 6 7

Martial Swords melee prior to 1880 ASC Point Blank 1200-10000 8 9

Hammers melee All Point Blank 200-3500 2 4

Cane Swords melee after 845 ASC Point Blank 340-2500 6 8

Throwing Orbs ranged All Point Blank & Close 500-1500 each 9 10

Throwing Martial Weapons ranged All Point Blank & Close 125-500 each 8 8

Throwing NST Weapons ranged after 2160 ASC Point Blank & Close 2500-3400 11 10

Standard Whip ranged All Close 150-1000 6 8

Bull Whip ranged after 845 ASC Close 350-2000 8 8

Hand Crossbows ranged All Point Blank & Close 500-2500 5 7

Short bows & Composite Bows ranged prior to 1880 ASC Close & Far 100-3000 7 8

High Powered Bows & Longbows ranged prior to 1785 ASC Close & Far 150-900 5 6

Marksman Pistols ranged After 1800 ASC Point Blank & Close 450-6500 10 9

Marksman Rifles ranged After 1840 ASC Far & Very Far 1250-10000 11 10

Marksman Shotguns ranged After 1900 ASC Point Blank & Close 200-1200 9 8

Marksman Machine guns ranged After 1950 ASC Point Blank & Close 400-20000 12 10

Flint Lock ranged prior to 2145 ASC Point Blank & Close 350-5000 8 4

Adventure 

Gear
Crowns & Credits:
Crowns and credits exist throughout the eras of Kromore 
and represent spendable currency. Gear is priced from a 
low to high range allowing for varying qualities of items. 
Crowns are used during early eras of Kromore before the 
Steam era. Credits were used in conjunction to crowns 
during the Steam era, but Crowns were phased out of circu-
lation after the Steam Era around 1950 ASC.

Weapons:
Weapons are broken down by era availability, estimated 
weapon range, weapon cost, inventor scavenging require-
ments, and inventor crafting requirements. The weight and 
size of a weapon is at the discretion of the storyteller. All 
weapons deal damage based on skill dice. If a player doesn’t 
have skill dice in a weapon, they are not efficient to deal 
damage with it. 

Era’s in the Kromore Universe: 
High Fantasy - 3 Kingdoms Era   [5000BSC - 0ASC]

Medieval - Age of Man   [100 ASC - 845 ASC]
Victorian - Age of Nations   [846 ASC - 1785 ASC]

Steam - Steam & Steel   [1890 ASC - 2145 ASC]
Cyber - Civil War Era   [2145 ASC - 2188 ASC]
Space - Galactic Space   [2189 ASC - 5140 ASC]
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Armor:
Armor is available by era, damage reduction, and hit points. 
Armor can have modifications applied to increase the 
damage reduction (DR) and hit points (HP). Modifications 
are expensive and require resources to craft. Modifications 
can increase the armor up to a +4 DR and 20 total HP. Only 
inventors can apply modifications.

Armor Era 
Availability Cost DR HP Perception 

Scavenge
Inventor 

Craft

Armor Shirt All 1000 1 4 3 5

Armor Tunic All 1000 1 4 4 5

Armor Trench  after 845 ASC 1000 1 4 5 5

Lamellar after 3500 BSC 5000 2 8 8 8

Studded Armor All 1000 1 4 4 5

Hard Leather after 845 ASC 5000 2 8 7 8

Flight Suit after 1890 ASC 1000 1 4 5 5

Silk Plate after 2180 ASC 5000 3 12 8 12

Plasma Mesh after 3500 ASC 20000 3 12 18 14

Cheap Metal All 1000 1 4 2 5

Breastplate before 1680 ASC 5000 2 8 6 8

Scale Mail before 845 ASC 5000 2 8 8 8

Full Plate before 845 ASC 20000 3 12 12 12

Scout Armor All 1000 1 4 4 5

Pirate Leather after 1500 ASC 5000 2 8 6 8

Victorian Plate after 890 ASC 20000 3 12 13 13

Trooper Heavy after 2000 ASC 20000 3 12 16 14

Steam Plate after 1900 ASC 5000 2 8 7 8

War Suit after 2200 ASC 20000 3 12 15 14

Light Zero G after 2100 ASC 1000 1 4 10 5

Combat Zero G after 2130 ASC 5000 2 8 16 12

War Zero G after 2185 ASC 20000 3 12 16 16

Scuba Gear after 900 ASC 1000 1 4 8 5

Cyber Suit after 2160 ASC 20000 3 12 145 14

Adventure Gear:
All other gear is considered adventure gear and should be 
noted on a player’s character sheet that they are carrying it. 
Most things can fit in a backpack or pocket, but larger items 
like water filtration units might require a vehicle to store in. 
Storyteller discretion and pricing for these items as required 
for your playtest adventures.

Shields:
All shields start at a shield rating of 1. Shields cost 50-500 
each. Inventors can modify shields. (See inventor)
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Profession skills have three different types of abilities:
Passive, active, and conflict. 

Passive skill abilities automatically allow the character ac-
cess to something they normally wouldn’t have automatical-
ly. This can happen multiple times over time or once when 
the character takes the profession.

Active skills require a profession dice roll. The active skill 
requires the character to roll whenever they need to gain 
the ability. These active skills don’t require actions out of 
conflict, but typically have a cool down that lasts 1 day.

Conflict abilities require the character roll with actions. 
These abilities are often able to be performed action after 
action, indefinitely. 
 

Profession

SKILLS

Aristocrat: 
Noble Profession

Documents of Passage: (Passive)
The aristocrat gains documents of passage allowing them 
entrance across borders and regions. The documents will 
allow the aristocrat into some enemy country regions to 
embassy’s and secured locations. The documents are at 
storyteller discretion as to their use based on the roleplay of 
the player using them.

Aristocratic rank: (Passive)
The character gains a nobility rank in a various institution, 
organization, or political party. Some example institutions 
across Kromore are the Giyan Civil Commerce Commis-
sion, Peko Merchant Society, Culinary Chef Conglomerate, 
Freelancer, Kalin Arc Parliament, Maven Parliament, The 
Prime, Steam Rebellion, Zephyr Pirates, Maven Engineering 
Firm, and Bureau of Mavish Commerce. 

Servant or Animal Companion: (Passive)
The aristocrat has a company, family, animal, or government 
paid assistant at their side as a companion. The companion 
gains all the benefits of a standard companion, but works 
directly for the aristocrat’s company, family, or government 
and not officially for the aristocrat themselves which can 
present their unwillingness to participate in some adven-
tures. Companions only gain 1 action in and out of conflict. 
An animal companion is at the discretion of the story.

Renown Charm: (Active) 
Whenever a situation is presented where the character 
needs a place to stay, food to eat, or refuge or shelter, local 
villagers and citizens open their doors to the Aristocrat. The 
aristocrat can roll their dice once a week or when entering 
a new region, city, or metropolis to check for citizens easily 
convinced to put them up. The level of success equals the 
level of benefit.

Natural Leader: (Passive)
Friends and allies in visible range of the aristocrat gain +1 
success to presence when they attempt them. This bonus 
does not apply to the Aristocrat themselves. Someone who 
follows an aristocrat is seen as respected, but the aristocrat 
themselves, though regal, is often mistrusted by citizens.
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Quick Wit: (Active)
This ability is made once a day (max 3 actions) and applies 
the successes to the characters perception skill when relat-
ing to conflict starts. 

Family Wealth: (Active)
Aristocrats are blessed with a large some of wealth from 
family and friends. Anytime the character is within a vil-
lage, town, city, or metropolis that has a bank or bank like 
institution, the player can make an aristocrat roll up to three 
actions to determine the funds available. Success x 1000. 
Rolls are made once a month per location. Every month 
the player remains in the same location they gain the same 
amount cut in half as an allowance.  

Area Intel: (Active)
The aristocrat uses their skill to make successes /2 round-
ed down, once a day. The aristocrat spends at least 1-hour 
acquainting themselves with a city or location so they can 
jog their memory of studies on the location. This bonus is 
applied to all knowledge and perception skill rolls made 
when investigating the area. Storyteller discretion for all 
other bonuses.

Fortunes Fate Pool: (Active)
Once a day the aristocrat rolls their aristocrat skill and takes 
those successes as a Fortunes Fate pool. The aristocrat can 
use these successes at any time as bonuses to other skill 
rolls. Once the success is used it is removed from the pool. 
Points are removed when used or if reset once a day
   

The Commander excels at controlling a large force on the 
battlefield. Their leadership abilities are unmatched by any 
other profession, but they typically do not have a lot of ac-
tive combat abilities on their own. Experienced players will 
want to utilize this profession as a leader of their group.

One on One: (Passive)
The commander always gains a +1 on skill rolls against 
an enemy commander. Only one commander is selected 
in a conflict phase if more than one enemy commander is 
present on the battlefield. If that command flees or is killed 
another commander can be targeted with One on One.  

Commander companion: (Passive) 
A unit to act as a companion and control the Commanders 
Soldiers of War. This companion is brought on as 
an appointed underling, subordinate, or military 
assistant to the Commander. 

Peacekeeper: (Active)
The Commander gains money, land, weapons, troops, and 
other resources based on successes of a commander roll 
(max 3 actions) once every month. These assets are related 
to military or combat organization and have all the neces-
sary equivalent materials required at an equivalence to the 
successes at storyteller discretion.

Soldiers of war: (Active)
The commander bolsters followers to join a massive war 
party. Gain successes x10 in soldiers. These soldiers of war 
are considered a small army when using in combat. The 
army is gathered once every month at storyteller discretion 
and availability. The commander should still roleplay to gain 
the soldiers to their cause. When using an army, the army 
acts as a single dice rolling group, but can attack as many 
targets as the army size allows. The soldiers of war have 
the following stats as a companion group. Requires min 3 
successes to rally soldiers.

Soldiers of War Group Size Successes x10 

Action(s) per Phase Successes/3 rounded down (max 3)

Base Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 6)

Weapon Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 5)

Defense (includes dodge) 2

Armor Must be provided by Commander

Life Points 10

Additional Notes The group must be fed, clothed, and only 
gains gear from the Commander.

Battle Master: (Active)
The commander makes up to 3 actions prior to entering a 
conflict replacing any actions they normally use for percep-
tion to prep their allies with a bonus to all skills made in the 
conflict. The full bonus for allies is the commander success-
es/ 3 rounded down. The commander may only make this 
roll once a day. The bonus applies to the commanders’ com-
panion and soldiers, if available, each player phase. (players 
cannot gain the bonus when they split up their actions for 
individual weapon attacks and only the gain the bonus on 
their first attack.)

Battlespace: (Conflict)
The commander rolls their skill successes for the number 
of allies that can combine actions on an enemy target. Once 
the commander rolls for battlespace, they must re-roll it to 
choose a different target and re-apply bonuses. Lasts until 

target flees, is defeated, or the commander chooses 
another target. Players can only apply one attack 
each phase with others.

Commander: 
Conflict Leader Profession
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Armor Crafting: (Active)
When crafting armor, an inventor requires materials at the 
storyteller discretion equal to the type of armor being cre-
ated. (Example: Leather, metal rivets, metal plating, leather 
straps, could create a leather set of armor.) Consult the ar-
mor chart for the requirements of resources, currency cost, 
and crafting success cost. Failure of a craft will use up the 
resources of armor when crafting. Purchasing requirement 
resources is at 1/2 the price of the cost to buy the armor 
outright. Finding resources requires the inventor use their 
perception skill with scavenging.

An inventor is a crafter of gear, weapons, and vehicles. An 
inventor can use their skill to divulge knowledge on explo-
sives, engineering and engineered equipment. It will also 
aid in traps and disarming them, as well basic repairs to 
any weapon with moving parts. Inventors must wait 1 day 
before attempting to make a roll again if they fail. If they do 
fail, all scavenged parts or purchased resources are used up. 

Disarm: (Active)
Disarming traps and explosives require a success greater 
than the trap rating. Finding a trap disarm switch requires 
a perception of the same success rating. Failing the inventor 
roll to disarm will set off the trap or explosive.

Bad Breath: (Passive)
Inventors instinctively gain a +1 to all success rolls made 
against crafted golems, robots, mechanized creatures, and 
cybernetic humanoids. 

Hot Wire/Face Wash: (Passive)
Anytime the inventor needs to hack a computer, lock, or 
device that has hacking related properties they can use their 
inventor skill. Without this ability hacking is not possible.

Assistant: (Passive)
The inventor gains a companion as either a mechanized cre-
ation, humanoid companion, animal companion, or robot 
dependent on the era of play and availability of resources. 
Companions only gain 1 action in and out of conflict.

Know it all: (Passive)
The inventor knows instantly how many hit points remain 
on items, how long it will take to repair them, and where to 
find parts for items they are familiar with.

Tinker smith: (Active)
When an inventor needs to identify gear, vehicles, weapons, 
or other built devices they do so with (up to 3 actions) an 
inventor dice roll. The number of successes provides detail 
to the way a device works, how to break, fix, or know what 
materials are required to build from scratch.

Modification Shield: (Active)
When an inventor modifies a shield, they do so by rolling 
for successes (up to 3 actions) and apply those successes 
to increase the rating of the shield. A shield rating only 
increases 1 rating at a time. If an inventor fails to meet the 
rating requirement the shield breaks. Shields all start at a 
rating of 1 defense. To raise a shield rating to 2, an inventor 
must roll 6 successes. To raise a shield rating from 2 to 3, an 
inventor must roll 10 successes. 

Inventor: 
Technician Profession
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Repair Gear Pool: (Active)
The inventor can repair armor and other gear that may have 
been damaged during a conflict using a repair pool. The 
inventor rolls for successes once every day to gain a repair 
pool of (successes x 2). The inventor can use up to 3 actions 
of their inventor skill when not in conflict to repair the 
equivalent successes in hit point damage to the gear. The 
pool is replaced by a new roll once a day.

Explosive Talent: (Active/Conflict)
The inventor can craft an explosive from ordinary materials 
provided they find the materials with a successful percep-
tion roll. The materials required provide up to the level of 
explosive the inventor wants to craft. The inventor must 
choose the level of explosive they are attempting before 
rolling their inventor skill roll. If the inventor critically fails, 
the explosive goes up in their hands. If the inventor fails, 
they lose the resources. An inventor can search for resourc-
es every 24 hour with a perception check or they can buy 
the resources. The crafting of the explosive requires (up to 3 
actions) successes equivalent for explosive levels. Explosive 
damage strikes everything around it up to the distance of 
the level of explosive. Defense and armor will protect char-
acters against explosives.

Explosive 
damage

Successes 
required
to craft

Perception
 successes to find 
materials for craft

Effective range 
reached from blast 

location
Range size 

 description

1d6 4 4 Point Blank Mailbox

2d6 6 6 Up to Close Car

3d6 8 8 Up to Short Bus

4d6 10 10 Up to Mid Small House

5d6 12 12 Up to Long Large House

6d6 14 14 Up to Very long City Block

Modification Weapons: (Active)
An inventor can increase weapon damage by the number 
of successes /4 rounded down on a weapon using up to 
3 actions of their roll, but if they fail or critically fail the 
weapon breaks. The weapon can only be modified once. 
Modifications are tricky and expensive to produce. Due to 
this cost every modification attempt requires a large chunk 
of resources in either materials or currency. Storytellers can 
determine how challenging it is to come by these resources.

Modification Gear: (Active)
An inventor can modify gear to benefit against conditions. 
This type of modification is far more challenging than a 
normal modification and requires far more resources and 
successes to make. Modifications to items to benefit against 
conditions require storyteller approval. In addition, story-
tellers can determine how challenging it is to come 
by resources to create these modifications.

Modification Armor: (Active)
The inventor can modify armor to benefit against condi-
tions, but at a cost of destroying the armor if the inventor 
fails. Only one condition benefit is allowed on armor and 
storyteller discretion on cost and availability always applies.

Backseat Driver: (Conflict)
When the inventor is operating a vehicle or device, they do 
not need to be behind the controls to do so. They instead 
operate the vehicle or device with a pully or remote system 
that they build with a successful inventor check of 3 or 
more. The inventor can use up to 3 actions to create.

Scavenger: (Active)
The inventor uses their perception skill to roll to scavenge 
for parts. An inventor can search for resources every 24 
hour with a perception check or they can buy the resources. 
They must declare the materials they are looking for when 
they roll to scavenge, and the number of successes rolled 
will denote if they found the item resources or not. Players 
can find a basic resource list in the Adventure Gear section. 

For all other resource requirement success totals 
consult the storyteller.
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Tracker: (Active)
The outlander is capable of tracking targets, animals, vehi-
cles, and other targets. Without this ability tracking defaults 
to perception at a much lower functionality. The outlander 
makes a skill roll and the number of successes counter any 
guile successes made by someone attempting to hide their 
tracks. Failure will cause the outlander to lose all tracks and 
force them to start over or erase the tracks by accident.

Contacts: (Active)
The outlander makes friends easily gaining a set number of 
contacts equal to a success roll for every new town, village, 
city, or metropolis they visit. The outlander can only roll 
this once on arriving to a location.

Hardened Instinct: (Active)
Once daily the outlander rolls up to 3 actions to gain suc-
cesses. These successes directly apply to bonus life points 
added to the character for 1 day. The outlander can re-roll 
their hardened instinct once every day from their last roll. 

Bonus life points disappear after the 1 day or if they 
are used. Bonus life points are always used first.

World Traveler: (Passive)
The outlander is knowledgeable, studied, and comfortable 
traveling to new locations. When arriving to new destina-
tions any check normally made to identify landmarks or 
locations is not necessary for the outlander. When the out-
lander is dropped into a location of unknown surroundings, 
they will instinctively know which direction is north, up, 
and identify the nearest draft of air. 

Shadow Market: (Passive)
The outlander can find a shadow market when using their 
outland skill to find trading posts. The shadow market is a 
seedy, but exotic trading region of major cities where illegal 
goods are swapped.

Linguist: (Active)
The outlander is familiar with different languages often 
picking up new ones during travels. The outlander can make 
an outlander skill roll each month and gains a new language 
for every 3 successes. The storyteller can allow for a linguist 
check during story moments where new languages have 
been prevalent for the outlander to learn.

Trickster: (Conflict)
The player makes an outlander skill roll targeting a single 
enemy and the number of successes is applies as a dis-
traction condition. The penalty applies to the target until 
they spend actions with perception to remove the trickster 
distraction condition. The target can oppose with percep-
tion. Distraction causes the target to not attack or perform 
complex skills, like healer or inventor, until removed.

Survivalist Knowledge: (Active)
For any situation where the outlander needs to find a path, 
navigate a map, make a camp, forage for food, or identify 
where environmental essentials might be located are; the 
outlander makes a skill roll. The difficulty of the require-
ment is set by the storyteller in an equivalent amount of 
successes needed. (up to 3 actions) If the outlander fails a 
roll, they must wait 1 day. 

Run Away: (Conflict)
The outlander can flee from a conflict with a successful out-
lander skill roll of 5 or more. The outlander can flee with the 
entire team with a roll of 10 or more. (Up to 3 actions)

Outlander: 
Survivalist Profession
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Soldier: 
Combat Tactician

Ambidextrous: (Passive)
The Soldier is considered ambidextrous.

Stable Footing: (Passive)
The Soldier doesn’t need to roll against unstable ground to 
keep their balance including earthquakes. The Soldier adds 
their Soldier dice to fitness checks when using fitness in 
difficult terrains.

Accurate Ranged weapons: (Passive/Active)
The Soldier makes a ranged skill check with their Soldier 
dice (up to 3 actions) once a day. If they roll more than 5 
successes, they do not use 1 action on their phase when 
firing a ranged weapon. They must re-roll this every day.

Find Cover: (Active) 
When a character wishes to seek cover in conflict, they find 
it on the battlefield with a perception roll. The number of 
successes rolled is equal to the amount of cover they can 
gain, up to a maximum of 3. Cover bonuses do not stack 
with a player shield. If the character moves, they must find 
new cover.

Wind Up: (Conflict)
The Soldier when using any weapon skill can gain an extra 
attack action for free if they used two combined actions for 
their weapon skill already in the phase. The free action is 
applied in the same phase but can be on any target within 
range. The free action must use Soldier dice to deal hit dam-
age and not standard weapon dice.

Shield Bash & Slash: (Conflict) 
While wielding a shield the Soldier can use it to make ad-
ditional hit damage during an attack. Anytime the Soldier 
makes an attack with a weapon, on an adjacent target and 
hits the targets armor or life points, the Soldier rolls a free 1 
action Soldier skill and applies the successes as hits from the 
shield. Can only be applied on the same target they hit once 
a phase.

Steel Grip: (Active/Conflict)
Any time the Soldier is forced to roll a fitness skill to main-
tain their grip on a weapon, they can add their Soldier dice 
for 1 free action to retain the weapon. This also applies to 
grapple disarm. 

Heroic Savior: (Conflict) 
The Soldier declares they are absorbing hits from an enemy 
for their ally by rolling their Soldier skill for successes. The 
number of successes made by the Soldier is the total amount 
of hits they can absorb. The Soldier must stay adjacent to 
their target in order to absorb hits. Once hits are taken by 
the Soldier, they must roll heroic savior again to add more 
successes. 

Parry Artist: (Conflict)
The Soldier can use (up to 3 actions) of their conflict phase 
to declare actively parrying. The total successes of the Sol-
diers roll, divided by 2 rounded down, apply to temporary 
dodge for the Soldier. The Soldier cannot attack unless they 
are attacked and can riposte any attacks back at the attack-
er, if the attacker fails to strike life points. If the Soldier 
chooses, they can send ranged attacks towards any target 
within range of the distance the attack traveled to them. The 
response attack is rolled as Soldier dice.

Counter Cover: (Conflict) 
Whenever a target has cover, the Soldier can intimidate 
them from their cover. The Soldier rolls their skill roll (up 
to 3 actions) and the target rolls an opposition presence. If 

the Soldier is successful, the target loses the ability to 
seek cover and use a shield. The target loses cover for 
phases equal to the tacticians’ successes.
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Shadow: 
Thief Profession

Shadow Pool: (Passive/Active)
Once every day the shadow gains a bonus pool of successes 
to use for guile checks. This pool is rolled as shadow skill 
successes /2, rounded down. The shadow may re-roll this 
pool each day, but the pool resets on re-roll. When bonus 
poll successes are used, the points are used up. The shadow 
must declare how many successes from the pool they are 
using before the roll.

Thieves Deceit: (Passive/Active)
The shadow gains darkness as cover whenever they are 
fighting in a shadow or dark environment. Storyteller 
discretion up to the level of darkness and benefit of a cover 
bonus of 1, 2, or 3.

As luck would have it: (Passive)
The shadow is never caught prone unless unconscious or 
allows themselves considered prone.

Puzzle Master: (Active)
When disarming traps, a shadow uses their 
shadow skill instead of the inventor 
skill to disarm. 

Everyday lock pick: (Active)
With a successful shadow skill roll of 
successes equal to that of a lock diffi-
culty, the shadow can instantly create a 
lock pick that works in the lock.

Try, Try again: (Passive) 
The shadow can re-roll up to 1 failed roll 
where they get no successes, once a day.

Escape master: (Active)
When defending grap-
ples, the shadow can 
use their shadow skill 
instead of unarmed/
grapple or fitness. This 
does not apply to initi-
ating grapples. This also 
applies while bound 
and making escapes.

Gut Feeling: (Passive/Active)
The shadow rolls their shadow skill gain-
ing their successes as additional bonus life 
points. (up to 3 actions) every day.

From the Shadows: (Conflict/Active)
If the shadow is considered hidden, they 
gain 1 free action worth of their shadow 
skill to apply to any attack actions they 
make during that phase. Once they per-
form the actions, they must make another 
guile skill check (if they have available 
actions) or they are considered visible to 
their target after the attack.
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Shadow Market Trader: (Passive)
The Grifter can find the shadow market without issue when 
arriving to a new village, town, city, or metropolis. The grift-
er also can set up a merchant tent in a shadow market.

Sleight of Hand: (Active)
Whenever the grifter attempts a guile check to steal from a 
target they can apply their grifter dice for free.

Shady Companion: (Passive)
The grifter gains a shady companion that can manage their 
shadow market tent. Companions only gain 1 action in and 
out of conflict. The companion will prefer to mind the wares 
whenever the grifter goes adventuring. Storyteller discretion 
on where and what type of interaction the companion has 
with the grifter.
 
Grifter Armor: (Active)
The grifter can modify their own armor without the need 
of an inventor gaining extra hit points on the armor equal 
to the number of successes they roll on their grifter dice. 
The grifter can only modify their armor once and failure to 
gain any successes will destroy the armor. The grifter cannot 
increase the damage reduction score of armor. Since armor 
only has a DR (Damage Reduction) and HP (Hit Point) 
rating the grifter uses their successes and chooses how to 
apply them to the armor modified. Armor starts at a default 
1 DR with 12 HP. The grifter can mix and match HP and 
DR when applying their successes. 

Grifter Armor Pool/Repair Grifter Armor:
Grifters can repair their armor under the same rules an 
inventor would follow. They roll for successes once every 
day to gain a repair pool of (successes x 2). The grifter can 
use up to 3 actions of their grifter skill when not in conflict 
to repair the equivalent successes in hit point damage to 
only their grifter armor. The pool is replenished if empty or 
replaced by a new roll every day. Grifters do not have the 
knowledge to repair other armor than their own, but Inven-
tors can repair a grifters armor when available.

Notoriety: (Active)
The grifter is well known for their exploits. The grifter can 
make a grifter skill roll (up to 3 actions) and gains their suc-
cesses as a constant presence bonus without the need to roll 
presence for 1 day. This can be re-rolled once every day. If 
the roll is undesirable to the grifter they must choose not to 
use it for the day and instead default to their presence skill.

Shrapnel: (Conflict)
For any ranged or thrown opportunity that a grifter misses 
their target, once all of their other actions are used, they 
gain 1 action worth of their grifter dice to attempt to add 
successes to the missed attack. Missing a target is when the 
grifter fails to pass the targets defense. Striking armor and 
life points is considered bypassing defense. The addition-
al successes from the grifter dice are applied to the initial 
attack. If a player declares they are making single action at-
tacks and fails to hit the target, they can apply the shrapnel 
ability to each failed action attack. (attacks must be declared 
with action use to allow.)

Hired Thugs: (Active)
The grifter can hire thugs to assist them for up to 1 day. The 
number of thugs companions the grifter can hire is equal to 
their grifter success dice. The grifter can only roll this ability 
if there are thugs available to hire and if they can afford them. 
After 1 day, if the grifter doesn’t want to keep the thugs by 
rolling another skill roll or the grifter fails to retain them in 
not rolling enough successes, the thugs will quit the grifters 
employ. These thugs are a gang of Companions who all func-
tion with 1 action as a group and share companion skills as a 
gang. (Treat as if the grifter gains 1 Companion, but the level 
of the companion is equal to the grifter dice successes.)

Duelist Grace: (Conflict)
The grifter can dually wield a weapon in each hand. During 
a conflict phase if the grifter makes at least 2 attacks, on 
the same target, with 1 hand, they can make an immediate 
free attack with the other hand using their grifter dice for 
successes to hit. Does not apply to shields as they utilize an 
entire hand to wield. Applies successes to same target or an-
other target but must be declared ahead of using or defaults 
to first target.

Surprise Draw: (Conflict/Active)
When the grifter draws a weapon at the start of a conflict, 
they gain they roll their grifter dice (up to 3 actions) as a 
bonus to their first attack in successes to hit their target. 

Only applies once during a conflict.

Grifter: 
Mercenary Profession
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Pilot: 
Vehicle Specialist Profession

The Pilot is one of the few who trains to make their flying 
dream a reality in and out of the cockpit. The Pilot not only 
commands the power of a flying vessel but can sky dive with 
the best of birds without a parachute. The pilot is a required 
profession for any who wishes to operate a vehicle that is 
not powered by animals.

Operator: (Passive)
The pilot can operate an air vehicle, pilot a sea-based ship, 
drive a ground vehicle, hover bikes, spaceships, and open-
air glider like vehicles using their pilot skill dice. This is 
required for piloting any vehicle.

Instinctive Foresight: (Active)
When piloting in a conflict, the pilot gains their total pilot 
dice as a bonus to their first pilot maneuver or attack in 
successes. Only applies at the start of a new conflict phase. 
Uses full 3 actions to gain successes. 

Saddle Up: (Passive)
Any situation that normally would knock the pilot out of 
their seat only requires 1 success on a pilot check to keep 
them in it. This requires no action, but only allows the pilot 
to use 1 free action to make it. They can also get into a pi-
lot’s chair or saddle with no action costs with a success of 1 
or higher. Applies to riding animals using animal care.

Vehicle Weapon Response: (Active)
A pilot gains the ability to counter any attacks made on 
them with a weapon while they are operating a vehicle, pro-
vided the enemy is within range of their weapon. (Example: 
If the pilot is operating a horse and someone swings a sword 
at them, the pilot can swing their weapon back.) 
This free response uses their weapon skill with 1 
action as an opposition response.

Co-Pilot: (Passive)
The pilot gains a companion. The companion can only use 
1 action during conflicts and out of conflicts but gains the 
option to have a pilot skill at (3:1 purchase for dice). The 
companion can operate any vehicle with the pilot provided 
the vehicle only requires 1 action to pilot. The companion 
does not gain any other pilot profession abilities.

Gear Head: (Active)
When repairing vehicles, the pilot gains a repair pool. The 
pilot rolls for successes once every day to gain a repair pool 
of (successes x 2). The pilot can use up to 3 actions of their 
pilot skill when in or out of conflict to repair the equivalent 
successes in hit point damage to the vehicle. The pool is re-
plenished if empty or replaced by a new roll every day. Only 
applies to vehicles.

Aerial Maneuver: (Conflict/Passive)
Once a day a pilot rolls their dice/3 rounded down to gain 
a bonus on vehicle dodge. This bonus applies to any vehicle 
the pilot is actively maneuvering during a conflict and using 
vehicle actions to do so. The bonus is static and does not 
change until a new day passes and the pilot rolls again.

Cloud Fall: (Active/Conflict)
Leaping from the sky or great heights lets the pilot make 
checks to change direction midair and redirect their path. 
The pilot must succeed a success of 2 or more each time 
they change direction, or they will begin to free fall to the 
ground. When the character attempts to land they must 
roll at least 5 or more successes, or they will impact into the 
ground. Cloud falling is performed without a parachute and 
up to several hundred feet or thousand feet in the air.

Makeshift Engineer: (Passive/Conflict)
The pilot can use their pilot skill at /2 rounded down to gain 
an engine repair pool once a day. The pilot can use this pool 

only to repair engines of a vehicle. Using the repair 
pool costs 3 actions.
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When everything begins to spin, and the room grows dark 
a Healer is hopefully closing in. Lofting the wounded onto 
their shoulders and carrying them to safety, the healer will 
slap a bandage on wounds before the target can realize they 
are pushing them back into the fray of combat. 

Combat Healer/Healing Pool: (Conflict/Active) 
The healer can heal wounds during conflict and out of 
conflict with the use of their healer skill. The successes of 
their Healer skill (up to 3 actions) are applied directly to the 
life points of the target as heals. The combat healer can only 
heal a target if they have a healing pool to do so. For every 
point of life, they are healing, they use 1 of their pool. The 
healer must touch their target to heal them. Every day the 
healer can make a skill check up to 3 actions of their healer 
dice and applies the successes to a pool of healing x2. 

Watchful Eye: (Passive)
Whenever a character is attempting to heal life through a 
soul skill, the healer increases their healing by x2 if they are 
near them. Players gain their soul daily in life points back. 
Only one healer can apply a watchful eye bonus each day.

Preparation: (Active)
The Healer provides a bonus to environmental or battle 
conditions when resistances apply. They roll their skill and 
take the successes they roll and apply them to allies at ½ 
bonus rounded down. They grant themselves the full bonus. 
This bonus lasts up to 1 day. Only allowed once a day. Re-
quires 1 hour to prep. 

Savior: (Conflict) 
The healer can lift a character in 1 action and carry them 
away from danger, even if the target is prone in combat with 
others. The healer suffers no retribution from attackers and 
can grab an ally if in the healer is considered prone. The 
ally must give them permission or will force an unarmed 
grapple to resist the grab. If the healer is considered prone, 
all other actions are still affected by the prone condition.

Doctors Assistant: (Passive) 
The healer gains an assistant that grants a +1-success bonus 
to the healer whenever healing any wound. Can only get a 
new assistant if they die and 1 month passes. This 
character is not a combat companion and prefers to 
avoid conflict unless the storyteller states otherwise.

Healer: 
Doctor/Medic Profession
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Healer Apothecary Brewing:
The healer also gains the knowledge of apothecary brewing. 
This still uses the healer’s skill when rolling but is consid-
ered an out of conflict use only. This is used to forage for 
ingredients, brew potions, knowledge of poison, knowledge 
of plants, brew healing potions, and other strange brews. 
Though a player cannot use this skill in conflict phases, they 
can drink potions that were previously brewed. Drinking a 
potion in conflict or forcing a potion into an unconscious 
players mouth requires 2 actions. 

The successes rolled when brewing a potion or crafting a 
medical field kit is equal to the forage roll to find the ingre-
dients but is rolled separate to the forage. 

All components are consumed when a healer brews a po-
tion whether it is successful or not.

When a healer is foraging for ingredients, they can only 
search an area once, but the success upon foraging is how 
many components they discover.  

Potion effects do not stack. Most potions apply a condition 
to a target. A target can only have one condition applied of 
the same condition type at a time. 

Potions of higher-level effects will replace a lower level ef-
fects condition. For potions that have adverse effects on tar-
gets, an opposition resistance or soul roll is made that must 
beat the potion success rating. In some instances where a 
potion is thrown at a target they oppose with a fitness.

Poison: Must be combined with a weapon, food, or inhaled 
by the target. Power level condition amount applied.

Life: Must be drank. Heals user power level amount.

Hallucinogen: Must be drank or inhaled to take effect. 
Commonly thrown on the ground in front of target(s). Can 
damage multiple enemies equal to its potency if they are 
grouped together. Mind condition applied.

Water Breathing: Must be drank. It will allow number of 
minutes equal to successes in breathing under water.

Adrenaline: An adrenaline potion must be drunk. It will 
allow the user extra Perception and fitness actions equal to 
the success potency of the potion.

Holy Water: Must make contact to target. Acts like 
poison to undead and death realm creatures.

Potion Components

Forage & 
Brew

 Successes
Required 

Potion Effect

Death 
Root

Death root, 
Black cap mushroom 2 Poison 

Power Level 1

Black 
Flower

Black Flower, Copper 
Dust, Fig Root, Whale 

Blubber
3 Poison 

Power Level 2

Worm  
Venom

Black caps, Worm 
Venom,

Red Lilies
4 Poison 

Power Level 3

Dragon Venom

Dragons Blood,
Red Lilies,

Copper dust, 
Black Ichor

6 Poison 
Power Level 4

White 
Lilly

Perfect white lilly flower, 
Tok Bull Paste 2 Life 

Power Level 1

Red 
Lilly

Perfect Red 
Lilly Flower, 

Tok Bull Paste
3 Life

Power Level 2

Happy 
Juice

Red Wine 
Red Lilly,  
Blue Lilly,  

Tok Bull Paste

4 Life
Power Level 3

Sunrise Mead

Tiki egg, 
Summer dew,
Breath of mist,

Bread Wine

6 Life
Power Level 4

Trigger Potion
White caps, 

White powder, 
Tiki egg

4 Mind 
Power Level 3

Fish 
Lung

Conk meat, 
Taro seaweed 5

Water Breath 
Successes = 

minutes

Merc
 Rum

Death Root, 
White caps, 

White essence powder, 
Pine seeds

5 Rage 
Power Level 3

Death 
Balm

White Lilly Flower, 
Pine seeds, 
Black Ichor

3 Holy 
Power Level 2

Death 
Water

White caps, 
White Lilly
Pine seeds, 
Blue Lilly, 

Tok Bull Paste.

5 Holy
Power Level 3
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Spur-I Khan-Du-Kai: (Conflict)
Fighting with one’s Ferrian hair braids in combat. 
Can trip targets up to 10’ away with successes vs. 
fitness of target. With 1 action the vanquisher 
can wrap their hair around their body as defense. 
The number of successes applies to temporary 
dodge, but if used cannot be re-rolled regardless 
of successes for conflict. Must choose whip or 
wrap but can only switch between them by using 
1 action. Cannot re-roll successes for the wrap 
after their first roll until 1 day has passed. (Ferri-
an ability only)

Armor Ready: (Active)
The Vanquisher can put on and take off armor 
with a successful vanquisher skill roll of 4 or 
higher in 1 phase. Typically putting on or taking 
off armor requires 5 minutes. This ability will use 
3 actions and is the only way to quickly put on 
new armor in conflicts.

Trample: (Conflict)
The vanquisher charges their target unimpeded 
by cover. The number of successes the vanquish-
er rolls is the total damage they deal in the tram-
ple. In addition, the vanquisher can also knock 
the target down causing the prone condition. The 
target opposes with their fitness skill. 

Mind & Fear Preparation: (Passive/Active)
The vanquisher can avoid mind and fear con-
ditions provided they prep once every day to 
prepare themselves for battle. The vanquisher 
uses up to 3 actions out of conflict to prepare and 
must roll at least 4 successes to block mind and 
fear conditions from impeding them. The prepa-
ration is rolled only once every day and if failed 
the vanquisher must wait a full day to try again.

Hunter of Prey: (Active/Conflict)
The vanquisher gains their skill success bonus 
divided by 2, rounded down, once every day 
against a specific race or creature. Requires up 
to 3 actions roll out of conflict. Can only choose 
up to one creature and cannot change for 1 day. 
The full success bonus counts for every type of 
skill rolled except attack rolls. Human races need 
to be defined. (Example: Parn, Mavish, Kalin, 
Draiken, Giyan.)

Vanquisher: 
Warrior Profession
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Chosen Weapon: (Active)
The vanquisher declares their own personal vanquishing 
tool. Once the weapon is chosen, the vanquisher gains suc-
cesses to all attacks and skill use with that weapon. When 
combining actions for skill rolls the bonus only applies 
once. The successes gained are rolled for every day as a 
daily bonus equal to the vanquisher’s skill roll/4 rounded 
down. The vanquisher must roll their chosen weapon bonus 
every day and cannot re-roll it until the next full day. If the 
vanquisher loses, breaks, or throws away their weapon they 
cannot choose a new one for at least 1 month (or storyteller 
discretion).

Cleave: (Active)
If the vanquisher drops a target in melee, 
they can make an immediate 1 action 
attack with their current weapon on 
the next adjacent target. They can keep 
attacking if they keep dropping targets 
provided, they cannot move to reach new 
targets. Group enemies apply only based 
on storyteller discretion since grouped 
enemies share life points.

Intimidation: (Conflict)
The vanquisher makes up to a 3-action 
skill check for successes to intimidate a 
single target. The target can oppose with 
presence. If the target fails to beat the 
vanquisher, they lose their dodge until 
they flee or are defeated in the conflict. 
The vanquisher can only target one ene-
my at a time during a conflict. If the en-
emy targeted is a group, the entire group 
loses their dodge to the vanquisher. The 
vanquisher cannot perform this again on 
a target if they fail to intimidate on the 
first try but can choose a different enemy 
target to attempt to intimidate.

Always Alert: (Passive)
The vanquisher maintains consciousness if dropped to 
stabilizing from death. They only get 1 action but if they do 
not use it to stabilize, they will die. For players with heroic 
dice, a vanquisher can use some dice to stabilize and the 
other dice to perform whatever they need.

Blood Thirst: (Passive)
Taking LP hits increases the vanquishers next attack suc-
cesses by the same amount /2 rounded down. Only applies 
once per phase including all the hits totaled on the target 
from an enemy phase attack. The Vanquisher must be dam-
aged by an enemy.
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Magi skills all require training and a bit of roleplay by 
players to use. Magi spells require high number of successes 
to be successful, but each magi skill provides an automatic 
group of spells from which the character can use. 

Players apply skill points to unlock specific magi skills 
across different disciplines of magic, but magi spells will 
prove more effective when players dedicate more attention 
to raising one discipline over another. 

All magi skills require the character use specific types of 
devices or books to cast spells, except for innate, which uses 
the characters body as the device to cast its magic.
 
When a player uses a spell, they use the total successes of 
the spell to denote the rating and power of the spell they are 
casting. Aggressive ranged spells act like weapons applying 
accuracy like a ranged weapon that requires an action spent 
to aim. Melee spell attacks require the wielder to be next to 
their target. Armor and shield spells take the place of exist-
ing armor or shields and are not possible to use with both 
types (real armor and magic armor) equipped. A free hand 
is required to wield a spell channeled device or book. A 
capture device for elemental magi is not required to be held 
but is required to be worn. Some elemental capture devices 
are fixed to canes and staffs and are required to be held in 
the hands of the caster. 

Some storytellers may choose to provide only spells avail-
able in books to players to learn. Once a player learns a 
spell, they can add it to their spell channeled device for use 
later in a conflict. If a player hasn’t learned the spell, they 
can’t use it. This can create an exciting roleplay for a story. 
Otherwise all spells available in a spell caster description are 
available for the player. 

When using the Magi Pool space on a character sheet, 
players should keep in mind that it is a generic space for any 
magi pool and that magi pools do not stack together. 

                MAGI
SKILLS

INNATE-MAGI: 
Daeadrin Blooded Matter Wielder

Innate-magi are descendants of Daeadrin or Daeadrin 
themselves. They are typically human. They are immortal, 
but often suffer memory loss over time, due to their age. 
Daeadrin and their descendants are rare. Innate powers 
are more versatile and powerful compared to other magi 
disciplines, but innate-magi gain fewer spell like abilities. 
Innate-magi do not require spell books, relics, or spell chan-
neled devices to cast their spells. Instead, the innate caster 
must study their own powers found within themselves and 
the matter energy of the planet around them. Since innate 
wielders often do not even know they possess the power of 
the Daeadrin, storytellers should use discretion when play-
ers attempt to cast innate magic dependent on if the player 
has used a spell before or not. The storyteller should not 
block the player from performing their abilities in conflict, 
but instead weave story into the use of it as obscure or with-
out the players full knowledge. 

Matter Touch
The innate-magi rolls their innate-magi skill dice and 
requires a minimum of 4 successes to identify a person’s 
thirst, hunger, core temperature, sleep, salt hunger, condi-
tions currently applied, darkness of one’s soul or lack of a 
soul, and Life Points by touching the skin or organic exteri-
or of a target. During conflict the Innate-Magi can attempt 
an unarmed attack or use their fitness/2 rounded down to 
touch the target in addition to the required 4 successes of 
the matter touch ability. A target cannot oppose. This ability 
can be used to reveal a HIVE living within a host target. 

Matter Defense
The innate-magi gains a temporary dodge bonus once 
a day equal to the number of successes rolled with their 
innate-magi dice/4 rounded down. The once a day bonus 
cannot be re-rolled for 1 day once applied. This does not 
stack with other temporary dodge bonuses.

Matter Energy Break
An innate-magi can direct their matter energy at an object 
or armor that has hit points. For moving targets, the in-
nate-magi must also make an unarmed attack or fitness/2 
with an opposed fitness from the target. Any object touched 
takes the full break as hit point damage regardless of dam-
age reduction. (damage reduction still applies for initial hit 

point damage)
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Matter Energy Blast
The innate-magi creates a ranged energy attack equal to the 
successes of their skill roll. The energy blast is generated by 
gathering the matter around the wielder and redirecting it 
with their hands. The energy blast does not cause hits on 
the target, but instead can push them backwards. The ability 
travels only a short range. Targets struck by the blast can 
oppose the attack with a fitness skill roll. Any additional 
successes not opposed cause the target and any objects 
around them to fly backwards applying the prone condition. 
Targets take impact damage depending on the lethality of 
the environment and storyteller’s discretion.

Matter Manipulation
The innate-magi can manipulate basic elemental items by 
touching them and reforming their base matter elements. 
The items will eventually deteriorate after phases equaling 
the successes used to cast the ability. Outside of a conflict, 
the ability lasts minutes equal to successes. The items cre-
ated are elemental in nature and must fit in the hand of the 
caster with no moving parts. Example: chalk, flint, metal, 
soft rock, or coal.

Sanctuary
The innate-magi creates a stasis field around themselves that 
protects them from danger, but immobilizes the caster and 
anything else inside. The successes of the dice roll determine 
the duration of the sanctuary in phases (or minutes outside 
of conflict), and durability in hit points of the sanctuary. If 
the innate-magi also has a matter defense bonus they 
apply it to dodge, but are not allowed standard dodge.

Psycho Bomb
The innate-magi explodes with a massive blast of en-
ergy dealing damage to all objects and targets within 
5’ x the success of the skill dice roll. The innate-magi 
suffers from exhaustion after, equal to the power level of the 
psycho bomb, but can attempt to oppose the condition with 
resistance.

Disc of Energy
The innate-magi generates a disc of matter energy around 
themselves that acts like a shield granting the wielder and 
anyone adjacent to the magi a temporary cover bonus equal 
to the skill roll/3 rounded down. The bonus lasts only until 
the characters next phase (or up to 1 minute out of conflict.

Daeadrin Luck
The Daeadrin rolls their Daeadrin luck once a day. Anytime 
the player wishes to bring back burnt (1 roll) dice, the player 
simply removes one of their Daeadrin luck points. 
Any new roll daily replaces old points.

Matter Life
The innate-magi can convert their own matter energy to 
life. The innate-magi uses successes from their skill roll as 
life points given to a target. The innate wielder must choose 
the total actions used for the ability prior to the roll. The 
innate-magi loses equal the life point amount to that given. 
The ability does not work in reverse.

Telepathy
The innate-magi gain the ability to hear and speak telepathi-
cally with other telepathic creatures. The ability will some-
times manifest without the use of spell skill points, at the 
storyteller discretion, but is also activated at will through 
an innate-magi skill roll. A target, telepathic or not, must 
unconsciously accept a message sent telepathically and will 
inadvertently attempt to block it with an opposition soul 
skill roll. If both target and sender are actively telepathic, 
they do not require opposition rolls unless they choose.
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Grim-magi have knowledge of demons, death, and the 
unknown at their disposal. In order to share knowledge 
of grim spells with other grim-magi, a grimoire is crafted 
from the flesh of a demon. A grim-magi requires a relic to 
channel their spell casting and otherwise uses their own 
soul to channel the energy required to cast. Whenever a 
grim-magi is using their own soul to cast a grim-magi spell 
they must make an opposition soul skill roll. The difference 
in the successes of the grim-magi skill and their soul skill is 
how much damage in life points the grim-magi takes. When 
making an opposition roll the grim-magi only gets 1 action, 
but it is in addition to their already rolled actions and resets 
any burned (rolls of 1) dice.
 
Grim Relic Device/Demon Soul Capture
A grim-magi cast their spells through a demon’s soul. To 
harness that power, the grim-magi must capture the soul of 
a demon in a grim relic device. Grim relic devices require 
the soul of a demon to become ready for use. A grim relic 
device is created by the grim magi casting their grim-magi 
skill with a device ready to hold their target demon. A mini-
mum of 4 successes and one month are required to craft the 
grim relic device. The number of successes rolled to craft 
the device also represents the devices hit points, incase it is 
damaged. A demon is captured with a grim-magi skill roll 
but can oppose the capture with their soul skill. Demons 
are allowed all their actions during this opposition. If the 
grim-magi rolls more successes than the target demon, the 
demon’s soul is captured. The device used to capture is up to 
the storyteller discretion but should be handheld or wear-
able by the caster. If the relic is destroyed the soul of the 
demon is released and will flee or attack the grim-magi at 
the storyteller’s discretion. 

Craft Grimoire
The process of crafting a grimoire is an arduous one taking 
a full month to craft. For every success rolled in the caster’s 
skill roll to craft, the caster adds 1 spell to the grimoire. 
When wielding a grimoire while casting spells that are in it, 
the caster gains a +1 to all successes on those spells. Only 
grim-magi spells are allowed in the grimoire. The grimoire 
requires demonic realm creature flesh to use as pages and 
bindings along with demonic blood to ink the pages. Once 
a grimoire is crafted and complete, a grim-magi can attempt 
to upgrade the grimoire to a more powerful book at an 
additional +1 success bonus to spells rolled when used, but 
this requires another month, more demonic realm 
creature flesh and blood, and a number of successes 

equal to or greater than the previous grimoire roll used to 
craft the book. If the grim-magi rolls fewer successes, they 
not only waste their month but destroy the grimoire. A 
grim-magi can continue to upgrade a grimoire, but requires 
a higher success roll to craft each time. 

Raise Zombies
The grim-magi raises a number of zombies from corpses 
within visual range. Zombies cannot be raised just from 
bones. The zombies roam freely when raised, but the caster 
can control them with the control dead spell. The successes 
of the roll determine the power of the zombies. 

Zombies Group Size Successes x10 

Action(s) per Phase Successes/2 rounded down (max 3) (min1)

Base Skill Dice Max Successes /4 rounded down (max 6) (min1)

Weapon Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 5) (min1)

Defense (includes dodge) 0

Armor Storyteller discretion

Life Points Successes = Wound Life Points

Rot Touch Zombies cause decay/rot condition when 
they attack targets.

Zombie Resurrection

A zombie will continue to live at 1 LP until 
its brain is destroyed. Any targets killed by 

a zombie will return as zombies them-
selves.

Raise Skeletons
The grim-magi raises a number of skeletons from bones 
within visual range. Skeletons can only be raised from piles 
of bones they do not have remnant flesh. The skeletons 
roam freely when raised, but the caster can control them 
with the control dead spell.

Skeleton Group Size Successes x10 (requires bones)

Action(s) per Phase Successes/2 rounded down (max 3) (min1)

Base Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 5) (min1)

Weapon Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 5) (min1)

Defense (includes dodge) 1

Armor 1 DR | 4 HP

Life Points Successes = Wound Life Points

Skeletal Commander

Skeletons will always declare a leader. This 
commander is an additional enemy unit 

that is not part of the group. They gain +1 to 
all dice skills, +1 defense,  

+2 DR and 8 HP Armor, and +5 LP.

Grim-MAGI: 
Demon Hunter / Necromancer
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Raise Spirit
The caster raises a number of spirits from soul essence 
within visual range. The number of spirits raised is equal 
to successes rolled by the caster, provided there are enough 
soul essence. Spirits gain invisible based on the level of spirit 
raised. Guile bonus dice are applied to base dice and all 
targets must successfully see a spirit with their perception 
before being able to attack them. Players can use creative 
means to improve their perception on spirits at storyteller 
discretion. When the spirit attacks targets that haven’t per-
ceived it, the targets lose their defense score. Spirits can only 
be raised from soul essence (typically found on objects once 
belonging to a deceased host.) To discover soul essence, the 
grim-magi must roll at least a 3 on their grim-magi skill 
score when searching a location that presents the possibil-
ity of essence. The spirits roam freely when raised, but the 
caster can control them with the control dead spell.

Spirit Group Size Successes/2 rounded down 
(requires 2 successes minimum to raise)

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max Successes /3 rounded down (max 6) (min1)

Weapon Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 6) (min1)

Defense (includes dodge) 3

Armor Ethereal creatures and don’t gain armor

Life Points 8 Wound

Invisible Condition Invisible Condition at Power Level 
 Successes/2 rounded down (permanent)

Spirit Touch Spirits deal exhaustion condition  
if they strike a targets Life Points

Control Dead
The grim-magi can control the movement and aggression of 
undead creatures, including zombies, skeletons, and spirits. 
The grim-magi makes a spell dice roll against the target 
creatures soul dice successes. If the caster succeeds the 
target creature falls under their control. The dead stay under 
the casters control provided they are within visual range. 
Once controlled a caster can use their own actions to direct 
the actions of the dead as group enemies. The caster can use 
their full 3 actions and any heroic actions on their turn as 
the dead creature or groups actions, even if the enemy has 
fewer than 3 actions.

Punish Dead
The grim-magi rolls their skill against a target dead crea-
ture’s soul skill. If the caster gains more successes 
than the target, the dead creature takes a 1 LP 
penalty condition, applying every phase until they 
are destroyed.

Magic Healing Pool (Touch to activate only)
The caster makes a spell skill roll for a healing pool in LP 
once a day equal to successes of the roll/2, rounded down. 
The caster can apply those healing pool points to a target 
by touching them directly with at least 1 action. The caster 
can reset their pool daily or retain the remaining points 
in their pool to use for the next day. Once the points are 
used, the caster must wait a full day before rolling for their 
healing touch pool again. This healing pool only applies to 
the characters magical healing pool and does not stack with 
other spells for magical healing pools. If the spell caster also 
has access to another magic healing pool that allows ranged 
healing, they can use this pool and make ranged heals.

Resurrect Life 
Drawing from the realm of life, the caster can bring a target 
back from death with a number of successes equal to the 
time the target has been dead. Less than 1 hour requires 5 
successes, less than a day, but more than an hour requires 8 
successes, more than a day, but less than 1 week requires 12 
successes, and any target dead for more than 1 month re-
quires 15 or more successes to bring back to life. The caster 
can only make 1 attempt at their total available actions. The 
target is resurrected with 1 LP. Failure sends the soul of the 
caster to the realm of death.

Army of Blood
The caster sacrifices life points to create a temporary com-
panion called Army of Blood. The companion group is an 
army of blood creature that resembles whatever the caster 
wishes. The number of successes in the grim-magi dice roll 
is the cost of LP to the grim-magi. The caster can contin-
ually draw more armies of blood, but each time takes Life 
Point damage to themselves. The caster must choose how 
many actions they are using before casting and must use all 
actions even if it kills them to do so.

Army of Blood Caster chooses group or solo creature

Action(s) per Phase Successes/2 rounded down (max 4) (min1)

Base Skill Dice Max Successes/3 rounded down (max 3) (min1)

Weapon Skill Dice Max Successes /2 rounded down (max 6) (min1)

Defense (includes dodge) 1

Armor Army can wear armor if provided

Life Points Equal to successes

Special Notes: Army cannot heal. Army cannot disobey 
caster unless caster dies or army dies
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Blood Tracking
The caster uses a sample of blood to track a target creature 
up to a number of hours and kilometers equal to their suc-
cesses with their skill roll. This spell consumes the sample of 
blood after its use. The target creature must be a realm crea-
ture, demon, animal, or human. The blood must be fresh or 
preserved in order for the grim-magi to use it to track.

Demonic Weapon
The grim-magi coats their weapons in demonic blood from 
a realm demon, for a benefit equal to successes /4 rounded 
down of their grim-magi skill roll. The blood is consumed 
for the spell. The spell permanently enhances the weapon 
with part of the soul of the demon whose blood it was, 
bonding itself with the realm from which the demon was 
from. The weapon will continually want to return to its 
realm. Once the weapon has been enhanced with blood, it 
can no longer take additional modifications or benefits.

Hardened Demonic Armor
The caster coats their armor in demonic blood of a realm 
creature, for a benefit equal to successes /2 rounded down 
of the spell skill roll in additional hit points. The blood is 

consumed for the spell. The spell permanently enhanc-
es the armor with part of the soul of the demon whose 

blood it was and bonds itself with the realm from which 
the demon was from. The armor will continually want 

to return to its realm. Once the armor is enhanced 
it can no longer gain additional modifications or 

changes as the blood will revert the armor back 
to its blood armor state. This spell only grants 
armor hit point increases.

Harmony of Soul
The grim-magi can repair the damaged soul 
of an ally. Any target character or creature 
who is suffering from a condition that 
requires soul to remove, the grim-magi 

can roll their grim-magi skill and use 
those successes to heal the tar-

gets condition penalty.
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Blood Leech
The caster spends up to 3 actions to extract blood from a 
living target by touching the target directly as an unarmed 
attack or a fitness attack/2 rounded down. The target can 
oppose with their Soul skill dice. If the casters successes are 
greater than the targets, they steal the remaining successes 
in LP of the target and apply it as temporary LP to them-
selves. The caster can also store the temporary LP for later 
use as a temporary healing brew if they have a container to 
place the stolen soul essence into.

Demon Realm-Tongue
The caster is a linguist of demonic languages from the 
realms. The spell does not apply to non-demon realm 
creatures, as not all creatures from the realms are demons. 
Once a month a grim-magi rolls their skill dice and if they 
roll at least 5 successes (with a specific demonic realm and 
language available to learn), they learn that demon realms 
language and writing. Storyteller discretion on availability 
of language and realm access. Though there are infinite 
demonic realms, the most common realms to find demons 
and their spoken languages are as follows: The Realm of 
Shadows (Rayki), The Realm of Darkness (al’Nastor), The 
Realm of Bones (Brek), The Realm of Blood (Luze), The 
Realm of Rot (Vot), The Realm of Death (Krell), The Realm 
of Sorrows (Oell’hallo), The Realm of Fear (Eoo), The 
Realm of Chaos (Hvid-Hvid), and The Realm of Horrors 
(Ys’j). Additional demonic realms and languages are found 
in Kromorian lore and through storyteller creation. 

Rot
The grim-magi draws demonic realm energy from the 
realm of rot and upon touching an object will immediately 
begin to decay the object. The caster first casts the spell by 
rolling their skill score for successes, then holds that power 
within their hand. The caster must then touch the target ob-
ject directly, and if wielded or worn by a moving target must 
perform an unarmed attack or a fitness skill /2 in successes 
vs a fitness opposition from the target. The caster must 
score higher than the target to successfully cast the spell or 
stays in their hand until it’s released elsewhere. If the caster 
does not release the spell from their hand within 2 of their 
phases, they will begin to rot their own hand taking full 
success damage in life points of the spell. The target item 
is under the condition Decay/Rot based on the power level 
of the successes of the spell. A target can dispel rot with a 
healing spell or through the resistance skill to remove the 
condition. 

Sight of the Abyss
The grim-magi gains the sight of the abyss using demonic 
vision to see what a demon sees. The grim-magi casts the 
spell with their grim-magi skill bonus once a day and gains 
the ability to turn on and off Sight of the Abyss if they suc-
ceed with at least 5 successes or more in their roll. Failure 
of the roll keeps the Abyss shrouded from the grim-magi 
for at least a day. The grim-magi can see in demonic realms, 
darkness, the remaining soul-life left on a dying or dead 
target and see ethereal spirt creatures without the need for 
perception rolls. 

Death Shroud
Walking through certain demonic realms will normally 
cause damage to Humanoid creatures from the realm of 
reality (Kromore). A grim-magi casts death shroud by 
rolling their grim-magi dice for successes/2 rounded down 
and grants that bonus to them self or allies against realm 
negative effects that require soul skill rolls in the form of 
successes against them. The bonus applies to effects from 
demonic creatures outside of the realms as well. Once the 
spell is cast, a target cannot gain benefits to soul for 1 day. 
The spell will dissipate on the target after 1 day. 

Antidote of Eoo
The grim-magi can bottle an antidote of fear by capturing 
realm energy from the realm of fear, provided they have 
access to something from that realm. The grim-magi uses 
their spell skill to roll for successes and gains that number 
as an antidote to the fear condition. The antidote is bottled 
and is used as 1 action.

Adrenaline of Hvid
The grim-magi can bottle energy from the Realm of Chaos, 
provided they have access to something from that realm. 
The grim-magi uses their spell skill to roll for successes/4 
rounded down and gains that number as the Adrenaline of 
Hvid bonus. The adrenaline is bottled as energy essence of 
chaos and used as 1 action. The target who drinks it must 
roll an opposition soul dice skill (maximum 1 action) and 
if they roll at least 1 success they gain the bonus adrenaline 
as extra actions for the next full combat phase or current 
phase they are in. After the combat phase the target grows 
exhausted and loses the same amount of actions, they had 
gained for 1 hour. If the target who drinks the adrenaline 
of Hvid fails to roll at least 1 success on their soul skill roll, 
they suffer a condition penalty of chaos at the power level 
equal to the adrenaline bonus. 1 bonus = 1 power level con-
dition, 2 bonus = 2 power level condition, etc.
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All elemental spells require the use of the element to 
available for the spell to activate. Elements are captured in 
elemental capture devices by elemental-magi to use when 
the natural occurring element is unavailable. Each elemen-
tal capture device only accepts 1 type of element at a time. 
A player can carry multiple elemental capture devices, but if 
an elemental capture device breaks, the element is released. 
An elemental capture device is not required if the element 
is within visual proximity, such as a lightning strike a mile 
away for shock skip, shadow on the ground for darkness, or 
a stone in the palm of the casters hand for exploding stone.

Elements that can be captured and are required for spells: 
Air, Fire, Electricity, Ice, Earth, Light, Shadow, and Water.

Elemental Capture Device Construction/Capture: 
The elemental-magi builds a capture device using 1 month 
and successes/4 rounded down worth of power level with 
their magi skill roll. Failure will break the device and force 
the magi to wait another month before they can cast it 
again. The power level of the device grants a bonus +1 suc-
cess to all elemental-magi skills used from that element. The 
elemental-magi can add an element with an equal success 
roll to the power level of the capture device. Once the caster 
places an element into the device it is forever fused with the 
device and cannot be removed without breaking the device. 
Example: The caster builds a device after rolling 8 successes. 
The device now has a power level of 2, allowing the caster 
a +2 success to any element spell casted when that element 
is within the device. The caster sees a lightning strike and 
casts their elemental capture device spell of 2 successes and 
successfully captures the electricity from the storm into the 
device. All future electrical spells cast, gain +2 successes. 

Wind Blast (air)
The elemental-magi uses air to create a wind blast. The blast 
knocks over objects and targets who fail a fitness opposition   
to the elemental-magi’s skill success roll. Targets that fail to 
beat the magi successes are stuck with the condition Prone. 

Chaos Twister (air)
The elemental-magi uses air to create a twister from the sky 
at a size relative to the number of successes the caster rolls 
to produce it. The twister moves randomly each phase up to 
the storyteller discretion. The elemental-magi can push the 
twister with wind blast. Targets caught in the twister’s path 

Elemental-MAGI: 
Elemental Wielders of Energy

are struck with the chaos condition at the power level of the 
caster successes. The targets can attempt a fitness opposition 
to stay out of the twister path. Failure to avoid the twister 
causes the character to find themselves stuck inside of it. 
The elemental-magi must also avoid the twister.

1 -4 Successes person sized twister 1 mph Weak

5-8 Successes Tree sized twister 30 mph Strong

9-12 Successes Building sized twister 50 mph Intense

13+ Successes City Block sized twister 70 mph+ Violent

Fog (air)
An elemental-magi can create fog from moisture in the air 
and fill an area causing the condition Blind to all that are 
within at the power level in successes of the casters dice roll 
after every target makes an opposition roll. In additional, all 
targets also suffer -1 action while in the fog. The fog covers 
an area equal to the chart below

1 -4 Successes 1 meter tall and up to 2 meters diameter

5-8 Successes 2 meters tall and up to 5 meters diameter

9-12 Successes 5 meters tall and up to 10 meters diameter

13+ Successes 10 meters tall and up to 25 meters diameter

Targeted Quake (Earth)
The elemental-magi produces a rift in the earth causing 
the ground beneath the feet of a single target to shake. The 
caster can target an enemy at a visual range provided there 
is earth or stone beneath them and the target. The total 
successes of the elemental-magi dice roll after the target 
opposes with a fitness roll is the power level of the prone 
condition left on the target. The quake ends on the enemy 
phase, but the condition remains until the target removes it.

Earthquake (Earth)
An elemental-magi makes their magi dice roll and the total 
successes equal the range in meters x 5 radius from the magi 
that an earthquake occurs. All targets including the caster 
are put under the prone condition with a fitness opposition 
roll based on the power rating of successes from the caster. 
In addition, the quake cannot be ended until the caster or 
another elemental-magi makes an equivalent success dice 
roll to cancel it. The earthquake will eventually calm after 
successes in minutes but will remain as a conflict if the 
characters remain in the earthquake. Storyteller discretion 
on falling debris and possible damage and destruction from 
the quake.
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Exploding Stone (stone)
The elemental-magi holds a small stone in their hand that 
they imbue with earth energy. The total successes of their 
elemental-magi dice roll/2 rounded down is the power of 
the explosive stone in damage and range in meters radius to 
all targets within the area including the magi. The magi can 
attempt to throw the stone before it explodes but requires 
actions and a fitness dice roll to do so. The number of suc-
cesses of the fitness dice roll represents the meters distance 
the magi throws the stone.

Stone pillar (stone)
The elemental-magi can erect a stone pillar if there are stone 
elements nearby for them to touch. The pillar is constructed 
based on successes where each success represents a meter 
the caster chooses in width or height. (Example: The magi 
casts stone pillar with 5 successes and chooses to cast a 
1x4 meter long stone walkway across a ravine.) The magi 
may also choose to cast a protective wall with the pillars, 
a stair system to use to get to a higher height, or any other 
inventive means provided stone is available and they roll 
successes to build the pillars. The hardness of all pillars is 
5 Hit Points. Pillars will naturally degrade with time by air, 
ice, and water.

Extinguish Light (light)
The elemental-magi can direct individual lights to lose their 
brightness. Lights will technically exist, fire will burn, and 
electricity will flow, but the brightness will be dark 
to the viewer. Requires at least 3 successes per light. 
Lasts for minutes equal to the successes.

Illuminating Object (light)
The elemental magi use the smallest source of light to 
illuminate an object at a much larger brightness. Requires at 
least 3 successes. Lasts for minutes equal to the successes.

Lightning strike (electricity)
With the presence of electricity in the form of lightning an 
elemental-magi can direct that electricity to a target area. 
The elemental-magi uses their successes to deals the electric 
condition to the target area causing the electric condition 
on any targets within the area. The lightning does not deal 
regular hits when it strikes. The area is only a 1-meter x 
1-meter location that the lightning can strike, but the magi 
can cast the spell if lightning is available.

Electric weapon (electricity)
The elemental-magi can imbue a weapon or ammunition 
with the power of electricity. The weapon deals additional 
electric condition at the power level of the successes of the 
caster. The weapon is only powered by electricity for min-
utes equal to the successes of the magi. After the time is up 
the weapon takes damage equal to the successes as damage. 
Storyteller discretion for inventors to create weapons that 
can contain the energy indefinitely.

Shock skip (electricity)
The elemental-magi can skip electricity between targets 
striking up to a number of targets with damage equal to /2 

the successes rounded down of a shock skip magi 
attack. The attack deal successes in damage to a 
target as if it were a ranged attack.
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Water control (water)
The elemental-magi can control water with successes equal 
to the gallons of water controlled. Storyteller discretion on 
how the water can be used during conflict and out of con-
flict by the caster. When using water to attempt to drown a 
target, the target is impacted by the drowning condition at 
the power level of the caster. This ability cannot be used to 
control water within a target character. The elemental magi 
cannot produce water from ice directly but can melt ice in 
other ways to produce water.

1 -5 Successes up to 1 gallon of water

6-10 Successes 2-25 gallons of water

11-14 Successes 26-100 gallons of water

15+ Successes 100-1000 gallons of water

Bias rain (water)
The elemental-magi can make it rain with successes of 5 
or more, if there are clouds in the sky. The elemental-magi 
chooses where the rain will fall with a successful skill roll of 
8 or more. The elemental-magi can generate a thunderstorm 
with a roll of 12 or more successes.

Ice shard (ice)
The elemental-magi can generate a sharp piece of ice used 
as a projectile in a ranged attack. The magi first create the 
ice using their dice roll. The total success of the dice roll is 
the incoming condition attack to a target of Ice/Freezing. 
The target rolls an opposition against only what hits their 
Life Points. The remainder successes, if any, are the condi-
tion of the Ice/freezing. The ice shard lasts until it strikes a 
target, but any condition applies until removed.

Ice sword (ice)
The elemental-magi creates a sword of ice that is used as a 
melee weapon. The moment the magi releases the sword, 
it breaks. The sword has hit points equal to the successes 
used to create it. The sword deals Ice/Freezing condition but 
allows the target to oppose against the total damage of their 
life points. Remaining successes applies that power level of 
Ice/Freezing.

Ice Pillar (ice)
The elemental-magi can erect an ice pillar if there is ice 
nearby for them to touch. The pillar is constructed based on 
successes where each success represents a meter the caster 
chooses in width or height. (Example: The magi casts ice 
pillar with 5 successes and chooses to cast a 1x4 meter long 
ice walkway across a ravine.) The magi may also choose 
to cast a protective ice wall with the pillars, a stair 
system to use to get to a higher height, or any other 

inventive means provided ice is available and they roll suc-
cesses to build the pillars. The hardness of all ice pillars is 
3 Hit Points. Pillars will naturally degrade with time by air, 
fire, and water.

Fireball (fire)
The elemental-magi generates a fireball from nearby fire. 
The fireball is used as a ranged weapon when thrown at 
targets. The magi first create the fireball using their dice roll. 
The total success of the dice roll is the incoming condi-
tion attack to a target of fire. The target rolls an opposition 
against only what hits their life points. The remainder suc-
cesses, if any, are the condition of the fire. The fire lasts until 
it strikes a target, but any condition applies until removed.

Firewall (fire)
The elemental-magi generates a wall of fire up to meters 
in successes equal to the magi’s dice roll/2 rounded down. 
The wall deals the fire condition at the power level of the 
successes to any object or target that walks through it. The 
magi cannot move the wall once placed and it must be 
placed on a surface. If the surface takes enough hit points it 
could degrade and cause the wall to fall apart. Placing the 
firewall on targets will allow them an initial fitness opposi-
tion to avoid the fire. 

Fiery Weapon (fire)
The elemental-magi applies fire to a weapon or ammunition 
as an elemental condition bonus to any target it strikes life 
points of. The weapon will take continual hit point damage 
every phase equal to the successes used to cast the spell on 
it, unless it is metal or immune to fire. Any wielder of the 
weapon is immune to the fire, provided they were wielding 
it when the spell was cast. The fire will burn out in minutes 
equal to the successes of the caster.

Element Shield (any)
The elemental-magi uses any available element to generate 
a temporary shield wielded by the magi. The shield lasts for 
minutes equal to the successes/2 rounded down, but only 
provides protection as a shield/cover for every 5 successes 
equaling 1 defense. (maximum 3). (Example: a roll of 10 
successes to generate the shield grants a 2-defense shield for 
10 minutes.) The element used is the type of shield. Does 
not stack with other shields.

Element Armor (any)
The magi cast a temporary bonus of damage reduction 
equal to 5 successes for 1 DR bonus. The armor lasts min-
utes/2 rounded down of the successes used to cast the spell. 
The spell generates armor and does not stack with armor.
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The Black Hat-Magi is a well-respected magi within the 
spellcaster culture, but a criminal to nations that denounce 
all magical use. The secret order uses magical tricks and 
alterations of reality channeled through a special book or 
device containing the knowledge passed down by other 
Black Hat-Magi. Black Hat-Magi use spell books to store 
their knowledge and are the only caster required to roll to 
remember the spell if a book with the written spell is not 
present. To remember a spell the caster must make a knowl-
edge skill roll with at least 5 successes to cast a spell in the 
same phase the spell caster is attempting the spell. Due to 
this requirement many Black Hat-Magi are known for being 
highly intelligent or at least highly knowledgeable about 
most things.

Suerin Language
The Black Hat-Magi requires the basic knowledge under-
standing of Suerin. It is not a language spoken out loud, but 
rather interpreted for magical understanding of its use.

Black Hat Spell Book/Device Requirement
The magi create a spell book by adding written spells into 
the book or writing their spells on a spell device such as a 
staff or cane. Writing of the spell only requires the knowl-
edge of the spell itself and the language of Suerin. The spell 
is written in the language of Suerin, the language of light, 
matter, and magic. The magi do not speak the spell, but 
instead reads the spell as a guide to how to use and generate 
the realm energy from their spell book or device to cast it. 
Without a spell book available, a magi will not always re-
member exactly how to cast the spell and is required to roll 
at least 5 successes with their knowledge skill in the same 
phase they cast the spell to conjure it. Due to the require-
ment and magnitude of spells a storyteller can choose to 
restrict knowledge of some or many spells and use roleplay 
for the magi to unlock them in their adventures.

False Image
The magi create a false image illusion that lasts for seconds 
equal to the successes of the casters dice roll. The size of the 
illusion is up to the storyteller discretion. The image can be 
used as a distraction, signal, or other roleplay element.

False Sound
The magi create a false sound illusion that lasts for seconds 
equal to the successes of the casters dice roll. The 
level of noise is up to the discretion of the player, 
but distance traveled is storyteller discretion.

Black Hat-MAGI: 
Dedicated Order of the Magi

Sleep
The magi make their magi roll/2 rounded down against 
a target they touch to put them to sleep. The target can 
oppose the sleep with their resistance skill. If the opposing 
target fails to beat the magi, they fall unconscious. In con-
flict the magi must also make a successful physical unarmed 
attack touch on the target’s life points in the same phase.

Wake
The magi make their magi roll/2 rounded down against 
a targets resistance to wake them from unconscious. The 
target is interrupted in their dreams by the magi who must 
convince them to wake in the form of the opposition roll. 

Steam Manipulation
The magi can manipulate steam and fog to create illusions. 
These illusions last for minutes instead of seconds equal to 
their magi dice roll. The size of the illusion is equal to that 
of the steam. Targets attempt to see the illusion with their 
perception skill.

Blind/Deaf
The magi can attempt to temporarily cause a target the 
blink/deaf condition. The magi must make a physical un-
armed touch on the target who opposes the spell with their 
soul skill. Remaining successes from the magi’s skill roll are 
the power level of the condition on the target till removed.

Mind Thief
The magi create panic within a target by successfully break-
ing into their mind. The magi roll for successes and uses 
them to break into a targets mind causing the mind/fear 
condition. A target can initially oppose with the soul skill. 
Remaining successes apply the power level of the condition 
on the target. Can be used at range equal to meters (3’) x 
successes of the magi.

Thought Transference
The magi penetrate a targets mind with successes/2 round-
ed down against a target’s soul opposition. If successful, the 
magi can send a simple sentence or through to the target. 
Telepathic characters can converse for minutes equal to the 
successes of the magi once connected provided at least one 
of the characters is telepathic. Can be used at range equal to 
miles/kilometers in successes.

Black Hat Panic
The magi create an elusive misdirect within a targets mind 
that causes them to mistrust and confuse themselves. The 
successes of the magi dice roll are used at a range equal to 

meters (3’) x successes to apply the chaos condition 
on a target. The target can initially attempt to avoid 
the spell with their soul skill.
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Encrypt
A magi can change written words and sometimes digital 
words to hide them with encrypted glyphs and symbols. 
Often a Black Hat-Magi will do this to conceal spells or 
information to the secret order. The magi successes used to 
encrypt information are the difficulty required to unlock 
them. The magi can select up to the total successes rolled 
to use as the difficulty to encrypt the information they’ve 
hidden. Once encrypted the encryption must be reversed to 
remove it.

Invisibility
The magi grant a target or themselves the invisible condi-
tion at successes/2 rounded down. The magi can only use 
this spell on a target once a day, but once cast the magi can 
attempt to increase the level of invisibility if they roll higher 
successes. Failure to roll higher successes when increasing 
will cancel the spell and remove it. The magi must touch a 
target to cast the spell providing the power level to the tar-
get. The target can choose to oppose with Soul. Removing 
the condition once cast is done with the spell cast again at a 
lower success rate or with the soul skill. The invisibility will 
naturally fade after a number of hours equal to the successes 
used to cast it.

Silence Sphere
Creating a sphere of silence around the magi for them to 
concentrate, the magi erases all sound in a space equal to 
successes x 5 meters radius from the caster. In addition, the 
magi place the power level of the skill roll as the deaf condi-
tion to any within the space. The magi are also included in 
the silent sphere. The Silence sphere lasts for minutes equal 
to the caster’s success dice. 

Paralyzing Touch
The magi use successes/2 rounded down to touch an object 
or target and cause it to slow down. In conflict the magi 
must make an unarmed touch attack against their target 
in the same phase as the spell. The target can oppose with 
fitness and any additional magi successes not opposed leave 
the target with the paralyzed condition. In addition to the 
condition, the target’s speech is also slowed. 

Speed
The magi use successes/4 rounded down to touch an object 
or target and cause it to speed up for a number of addition-
al actions each phase. Opposing targets require the magi 
make an unarmed touch attack against the target. Once the 
magi cast the spell the target will gain the extra actions for 
minutes equal to the magi successes. Targets retain only one 
speed spell at a time. (Phases last roughly 30 seconds 
each, storyteller discretion for when this wears off)

Weightless against gravity
The magi cast a spell on a target or object removing weight 
of the target by 14 lbs. (1 stone) for every success. The target 
remains weightless for minutes equal to the successes. Once 
an object is completely weightless it can be moved with air 
or water against the current gravity of the environment. 
When using this spell where no gravity exists, the object 
or target becomes heavy. This spell cannot be stacked but 
can be increased to a higher weightless amount. Failure to 
increase the spell will cancel it.

Heavy with gravity
The magi cast a spell on a target or object by adding weight 
to the target by 14 lbs. (1 stone) for every success. The target 
remains heavy for minutes equal to the successes. Once an 
object is equally heavy to that of its actual weight it becomes 
completely immobile. This spell cannot be stacked but can 
be increased to a higher heavy amount. Failure to increase 
the spell will cancel it. When using this spell where no grav-
ity exists, the object or target becomes lighter.

Shadow Meld
The magi can merge shadows to conceal objects or cause 
further darkness. The magi require a minimum 4 successes 
to merge shadows they can touch. The merging lasts for 
minutes equal to the spell successes. 

Vibration Shatter
The magi can break the hit points of a non-living stationary 
object by sending a vibration through it. The magi use their 
book or Suerin spell device and touches the object sending 
successes into the object as damage. If the total successes 
exceed the hit points of the object it will shatter, but if they 
do not exceed the total hit points nothing will happen. The 
magi can only attempt this on an object once per day.

Inanimate Object
The magi can create an illusion hiding themselves or anoth-
er as an inanimate object. The illusion acts like a disguise 
at the difficulty of the magi skill roll requiring targets make 
a perception roll of equal or greater successes to see. The 
illusion lasts for hours equal to the caster’s success roll. If 
the target moves during this time it will move the inanimate 
object and draw attention. The perception is reduced by 
half when the object moves or by storyteller discretion for 
excessive movements. Some objects moving will not cause 
suspicion if they regularly move.

Enlarge
The magi make an object grow at successes/4 its size for 

minutes equal to the success roll of the magi. Story-
teller discretion on changes to objects or targets.
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Shrink
The magi shrink an object at successes/3 its size for minutes 
equal to the success roll of the magi. Storyteller discretion 
on changes to objects or targets.

Purify
The magi can purify a toxic or poison person by removing 1 
power level condition penalty for every success/3 rounded 
down. The magi must make physical contact with the target 
or object to remove the condition level. The magi can only 
attempt the spell once per day on a living target. 

Open Lock/Device
The magi can generate an unlocking spell that tricks a de-
vice locked to open. The magi roll their successes/2 rounded 
down against the difficulty to open a lock or device. If the 
magi are successful at beating or matching the lock difficul-
ty it opens. If the magi fail, the lock remains impossible for 
them to open through magical means.

Surface Manipulation
The magi change the surface of an object so that it is soft 
and pliable for a target or object to land without impact 
damage. The magi can cast the spell up to 3 meters (9’) away 
on any non-living surface. This spell will also work on water 
or semi mailable surfaces. The total successes of the magi’s 
dice roll are the impact reduction in damage to objects 
landing on the surface. The spell lasts only seconds equal to 
the successes of the magi.

Rope Manipulation
The magi can manipulate a rope or rope-like device that is 
non-living up to meters x 5 in successes of the magi’s dice 
roll. The magi can use this to untie or tie ropes. Attempt-
ing to use against targets uses successes/2 rounded down 
against the targets fitness opposition to rope manipulation.

Gravity Manipulation
The magi shift gravity in the opposite direction causing ob-
jects to fall in the reverse of the natural order of the plane-
tary or surface gravity. The gravity shift requires a minimum 
5 successes from the magi and lasts minutes equal to the 
successes/2 rounded down. Storyteller discretion on impact 
of the gravity shift for story purposes. 

Magnetism Manipulation
The magi temporarily charge a metallic object with magnet-
ic properties for minutes equal to the successes of the magi 
dice roll. The magi can then after casting move other objects 
to the magnet through manipulating them. The distance 
the spell is cast is equal to meters x 5 in successes 
of the spell cast up to weights of 4 stone (56 lbs.) x 
successes.

Rubber Manipulation
The magi temporarily make an object pliable up to 1-me-
ter (3’) x 1-meter for every success the magi roll in their 
dice roll. The object stays rubbery for minutes equal to the 
successes of the roll. Storyteller discretion on impact of the 
spell. Organic objects are not manipulatable.

Temporary Object Manipulation
The magi temporarily gives an object extra hit points for a 
period of minutes equal to the successes of the magi dice 
roll/2 rounded down. The magi can only manipulate an 
object by taking other aspects of it to reinforce what is cur-
rently broken. Non-broken objects are not manipulatable. 
Armor increased this way requires the armor damaged by 
the same amount its temporary hit points are adding. After 
the spell wears off the object will take the temporary hit 
points as additional damage. 

Black Hat Craft
The magi gains the ability to craft a specialize hat that gives 
the magi additional bonuses to their spell casting of Black 
Hat-Magi spells. The hat must be worn on the head of the 
caster and is specific to the caster who creates it. The suc-
cesses of the caster/5 rounded down are applied as a bonus 
to all spell successes rolled by the magi. The hat has 3 hit 
points and is considered a magical object after the crafting 
occurs. 

Black Hat Device Crafting
The magi who chooses to cast spells through a magical 
device that has their spells written into it requires the object 
to be crafted to hold such powerful Suerin spells. The device 
is crafted with successes equalling the total spells allowed 
written into the device. The device size must be held or 
worn by the wielder and can consist of any material includ-
ing jackets, staffs, canes, rings, necklaces, earings, and weap-
ons. The magi can have multiple devices each with different 
Suerin spells written into them. 
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The Sci-Magi are a group of realm wielding magi who differ 
from all other magi in that they cast their spells directly 
from the realms by opening and closing passages to the 
realms each time they cast their magic. This careless act of 
magi wielding leads to realm passages being left open, bro-
ken, and accessible by creatures not of the realm of reality 
that makes up our universe.  
 
The Sci-Magi are often hunted criminals for their craft and 
looked down upon by other magi for their carelessness. 
Sci-magi do not use spell books or relics to cast their magic, 
but instead draw their power from realm touched objects 
and equipment that they often craft themselves. The spells 
of the Sci-Magi are shared amongst the few that manage 
to meet one another or are passed down by creatures from 
the realms in trade for travel between them. Sci-Magi have 
knowledge of the realms, sci-magic, and realm lore at their 
disposal, but when they perform sci-magic they must be 
warry that any spell from this discipline has the potential to 
open portals to the realms and allow dangerous and un-
wanted creatures into the world.  
 
The Sci-Magi uses the realms to travel to other locations, 
realms of existence, and time. Though time travel is difficult 
to master, the Sci-Magi can craft powerful devices that allow 
them to navigate through key moments in time from which 
their device is connected. 

Complex technology breaks down in the realms and cannot 
be taken through it.

Opening Gateways to the Realms 
Whenever a Sci-Magi casts a spell and isn’t using their spell 
channeled device, they run the risk of opening gateways to 
unknown realms. The storyteller can choose the result of 
this type of behavior by introducing demons, realm crea-
tures, and other unexpected environmental or chaotic natu-
ral behaviors to stories. Sometimes these impacts are small 
and seemingly unnoticeable, but on occasion a large pull 
from the realms can open gateways to monstrous creatures.

Spell Channeled Device (opens realms)
The Sci-Magi can cast their magic without the use of a 
device from which to channel it, but most carry with them 
a device crafted to channel more powerful spells. The magi 
can craft a spell channeled device with a skill roll 
and place a number of spells equal to the successes 
of the roll/2 rounded down. Each of these spells 

SCI-MAGI: 
Realm Wielders / Time Travelers

must be a Sci-Magi spell and will grant the magi a bonus 
success of 1 every time the magi cast the spell with the 
device. Attempting to increase the power of the device and 
failing will break the device. Spell channeled devices har-
ness the spell power of the realms for the spells inside and 
do not require opening the realms themselves when casting. 
These devices are often used by Sci-Magi to conceal their 
realm power use and protect them from opening unsafe 
gateways. The Sci-Magi can only own 1 of these devices.

Conjure Chalk (creates chalk)
A magi can conjure chalk without a spell channeled device 
or access to the realms. This spell is more like a Black Hat 
spell or elemental spell in nature. A magi conjures Chalk 
to use in various spells that do not require the realms or a 
channeled device. This spell uses no actions.

Chalk Flash (requires chalk)
The chalk conjured by the magi is used to create a distract-
ing flash or light to all around the Sci-Magi within 1-meter 
(3’) x radius of the successes of the magi except the magi 
themselves. Targets oppose with resistance and any remain-
ing successes are applied as the Blind condition.

Chalk Shatter (requires chalk)
The magi use chalk as a thrown projectile dealing 
successes worth of damage as an attack. The magi can 
throw the chalk up to 10 meters (30’).
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Chalk-Deflection (requires chalk) 
The magi uses chalk and explodes it in front of themselves 
for a temporary cover bonus till their next phase. The bonus 
is applied as successes/3 rounded down. (maximum 3) This 
does not stack with other cover bonuses. If the magi also 
move the chalk follows them. In addition, the magi can 
throw the chalk up to 10 meters (30’) to another location to 
provide cover to it.
 
Chalk Circle Anti-Realm (requires chalk)
The magi draw a circle around themselves or group of allies 
to protect against realm creatures or fallout from spells cast 
that could draw unwanted realm attention. The circle size 
requires 1 action for the caster, 2 actions for up to 3 people, 
and 3 actions for up to 6 people. The circle lasts minutes 
equal to the casters success roll that can be rolled in con-
junction with the actions used to draw it.

Location (opens realms or spell channeled device)
The magi use a realm crystal to divulge the location of a 
known object. The crystal seeks out a non-living object 
and glows in the direction of it until it connects with it. 
The magi must roll a dice roll of minimum 8 successes to 
connect with the target object. Once a crystal is connect-
ed it cannot be used for another object tracking until it is 
done on its current search. Realm crystals are found 
rarely in shadow markets at 1000 credits/crowns per 
crystal or discovered within certain realms.

Magnify (opens realms)
The Sci-Magi can use the realms to magnify any other 
spell cast by doubling its successes including spells of other 
disciplines if the Sci-Magi also knows those spells and cast 
them. The Sci-Magi first casts Magnify and holds it in their 
spell channeled device temporarily until they cast their next 
spell. The magnify spell can remain dormant in the spell 
channeled device, but no other spells can be used from the 
device until it is released. When casting magnify and the 
additional spell the Sci-Magi is magnifying, the magi opens 
the realms to draw energy. This is potentially the most pow-
erful spell known to all magi and the most dangerous. The 
Sci-Magi must roll at least 5 successes to draw the magnify 
spell from the realms and place it in their channeled device. 
Applying it to another spell requires no additional actions 
or skill rolls other than the other spell requirements. Sto-
ryteller discretion for magnify impacts and realm reaction. 
We recommend introducing a creature from the realms to 
the conflict, a random spell reaction to the area, a tear in 
time, or a portal or doorway left open for an undetermined 
amount of time with various outcomes.

Realm Fire (requires realms or spell channeled device)
Like Chalk Shatter, but the magi draw power from the 
realms and applies the Fire condition on a target. The magi 

can throw the chalk up to 15 meters (45’). Targets 
can oppose initial throw with fitness.
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Telekinetic (requires realms or spell channeled device)
The magi can use the realms to move objects with realm 
energy. The magi use their total dice successes to move any 
object not tied down and up to 4 stone (56 lbs.) per suc-
cess in weight. When attempting to move living objects the 
living object can oppose with their resistance skill. Failure 
to fully oppose the telekinetic spell will cause the remainder 
in damage as impact damage on the surface if the Sci-magi 
chooses. The Sci-Magi can send objects up to 2 meters (6’) 
x successes in distance when moving them. Sci-Magi must 
cast this spell each time to move a single object or target. 

Mirror Teleport (requires realms or spell channeled device)
The Sci-Magi can use mirrors to teleport objects or them-
selves through, provided the mirror surface is large enough 
to fit the object or themselves. All reflective surfaces are 
considered mirrors during the duration of the spell which 
lasts minutes equal to the caster’s successes. The Sci-Magi 
must at least roll 5 successes to initiate the mirror telepor-
tation. Once initiated everything within 5 meters (15’) x 
successes of the caster during the duration is considered 
under the spell. Only the caster can use the reflective mirror 
surfaces when the spell is cast, but if the Sci-Magi brings 
objects with them through the surfaces they will also travel 
through. Sci-Magi cannot leave living objects partial stuck 
between objects, but temporarily during the spell they can 
move them through. Non-living objects stuck between the 
reflective mirrors at the end of the spell become stuck.

Magi Eye (requires realms or spell channeled device)
The magi become able to see all realm energy around them 
for the duration of the spell. Their eyes glow black during 
the spell, but the Magi can still see regular non-realm ob-
jects. Any realm objects or gateways will glow to the magi. 
The spell requires a minimum 5 successes to cast and lasts 
minutes equal to the successes. If the magi fail to draw the 
energy to cast the spell, they must wait 1 day before casting 
it again. 

Craft Time Travel Device (requires realms)
The Sci-Magi casts a time travel device used within the 
realms to travel between points of time. The time travel 
device does not simply grant the wielder the ability to travel 
anywhere but requires the caster to go to a specific location 
and imbue the device with the realm energy of that specific 
time and moment. This requires a minimum 5 successes 
and the device for the caster to imbue the moment into the 
device. A time travel device can have multiple moments of 
time imbued into them, but always requires a minimum 10 
successes when using or it will send the user into a random 
point in time and space. When multiple times are placed on 
a device it shows each of them represented by imag-
es, text, or audible sounds. A realm gate is required 
to use a time travel device.

Summoner (requires realms or spell channeled device)
The Sci-Magi summons a creature from the realms by open-
ing a doorway to the creatures’ home realm and dragging it 
into the casters location. Creatures do not like to be dragged 
from their realms and will obey the Sci-Magi’s commands 
only when summoned. The Sci-Magi requires a minimum 
of 8 successes to successfully summon a creature, but once 
summoned they must roll at least 5 successes every phase to 
maintain control. If the creature willingly remains sum-
moned the Sci-Magi no longer needs to roll for successes. 
If the creature breaks free of the Summoning spell it will 
either immediately return to its realm or attack the caster 
in retribution for summoning it. A Sci-Magi can banish a 
summoned creature back to its realm with a success of 8 
dice on a skill roll.

Real Gate (requires realms or spell channeled device)
The Sci-Magi opens a gateway to a specific realm. The 
Sci-Magi must know where they are going in order to chan-
nel the realm energy from a specific realm. The Sci-Magi 
requires a minimum 5 successes to open the gateway and 
the gateway lasts for minutes equal to the successes used. 
During the time anything can move through either side of 
the gate. When traveling through the realms a gate is re-
quired and when traveling through time a realm gate is first 
required to open a path through time.

Doorway (chalk, realms or realm channeled device)
The Sci-Magi draws a doorway with chalk then imbues the 
doorway with realm energy opening an immediate doorway 
to the other side of the drawn door. Technically objects are 
moving into the realms and out the other side, but the space 
is a microscopic door drawn into the realms and back so the 
user can slip through a wall or hard surface to its other side. 
The thickness of which the Sci-Magi’s door can work is 1 
meter. Magnifying will allow 2 meters. 

Teleport (chalk, requires realms or spell channeled device)
The Sci-Magi can teleport themselves with a chalk burst 
of colorful energy up to a number of meters equal to the 
successes of the magi’s dice roll. Typically, short distances, 
the magi can use successful chalk bursts to advance long 
distances with less effort.

Craft Realm Token (requires realms)
The Sci-Magi merges part of the realms with a small token 
that can be worn around the neck, as a ring, or in the hand 
of the wielder. The token provides a specific bonus or penal-
ty condition at the equal power level of the caster’s successes 
used to merge the realm energy into it/2 rounded down. 
Once an object of this power is crafted the magi must wait 

a month before attempting again. This action will 
draw heavy energy and attention from the realms.
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Vehicle PIloting & Operating:
All vehicles require a character use the profession pilot to 
operate. The pilot skill is used for vehicle actions when op-
erating and piloting. Some vehicles have a minimum action 
use and pilots must use the full minimum actions to operate 
the vehicle. This is the total actions required for the vehicle 
operation. Larger vehicles require less action use but are 
slower than smaller vehicles. 

Conflict with vehicles occurs just like conflict without a 
vehicle. Opposing enemies roll for their best perception 
against the best player perception and the winner goes first. 
The two sides go back and forth between phases, but if a ve-
hicle is involved, a pilot can choose to maneuver the vehicle 
with their pilot operation to enable the vehicles dodge.

Vehicle Hull & Engines:
A vehicle takes damage first using it’s Dodge to avoid a set 
number of incoming hits (only when the vehicle is operated 
by a pilot and moving), then hits strike Hull Armor and 
deal hit points based on the damage reduction of the 
Hull, lastly hits that have surpassed armor hit the 
engine of the vehicle.

Vehicles
Vehicle Type Wagon 2 Wheel 4 Wheel Sub Train Small  

Ship
Medium 

Ship
Large 
Ship

Minimum Action 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 1

Vehicle Dodge 1 3 2 1 1 5 3 1

Hull Armor DR 2 2 5 10 8 5 10 15

Hull Armor HP 10 6 15 30 30 15 30 50

Engine LP (NA horse) 5 3 5 8 10 5 10 15

Weapons Player only Player only 1-5 dice 2-6 dice 1-5 dice 2-4 dice 2-6 dice 3-8 dice

Maneuverability slow fast slow-fast slow slow-fast fast slow-fast slow

Special Qualities
Horse Drawn 

Steam 
Space or Water

1 driver 
1 rider

multiple 
riders Water water or 

ground

air  
space  

or water

air  
space  

or water

air  
space  

or water

Cost 1500 + 20000 + 10000 + 1.5 million + 750000 + 2 million + 3 million + 5 million +

Date available All 1700 ASC 1560 ASC 1650 ASC 1500 ASC Mixed Mixed Mixed

Inventor Scavenge 2 7 6 8 10 16 12 14

Inventor Craft 4 6 5 14 11 13 12 16

Vehicle Weapons:
Vehicle weapons when firing at other vehicles do not get 
a chance to oppose, but instead use the vehicles maneu-
verability as dodge. A player rolls the vehicle weapon dice 
instead of their dice when using vehicle weapons. Vehicle 
weapons have a dice range and storytellers should pick the 
total on board weapon damage of every vehicle from this 
range. Some vehicles only allow player weapons, these vehi-
cles allow players to wield their own weapons while using, 
but against vehicles the player still has a reduced attack.  

Attacking vehicles with weapons:
When players attack vehicles with regular weapons, such as 
melee, unarmed, or ranged, they do so at the total success 
of the weapon/3 rounded down. Vehicles are more durable 
and reduce the damage dealt by player wielded weapons. 
Storyteller discretion when using player weapons on vital 
vehicle machinery or equipment for story purposes. 

Storytelling with vehicles:
The storyteller can take liberties with vehicle look, 
movement, and special requirements based on era 
and which race or nation built them.
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StoryTellers:
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Story:
The storyteller’s role in Kromore is to help develop the set-
ting and story for the players. The storyteller has three main 
elements of the game to focus on: Story, Player Interaction, 
and Conflict Phases.

Storytellers should have a rough story outline for their 
players that involves a hook or inciting incident that brings 
the players together to start their adventure. This is a mo-
ment in a story where all the players have a common goal 
to overcome. Without this, players will aimlessly stray from 
one another and find themselves making enemies with one 
another in leu of a story enemy to compete with. 

Player Interaction:
The storyteller’s main goal is to make sure players all have 
an enjoyable time playing their Kromore game. To do this, 
the storyteller should lead the group to work together and 
constantly pay attention to players who are not involved 
by directing new story moments towards those players 
for more interaction. Occasionally one or two players can 
monopolize a game session by talking a lot or making all 
the group decisions. This is ok at times as it highlights those 
players strengths. A storyteller shouldn’t try and police this 
behavior by removing those players abilities to naturally 
lead but should instead make sure other players are also 
getting opportunities to speak and participate in decisions. 
This way everyone in the group can share in the fun of the 
game equally. 

In the rare instances that players have conflicting opinions, 
are taking exceptionally long to come to decisions, or don’t 
know what to do next; the storyteller should introduce 
non-player characters, enemies, or story moments from the 
world to help guide the players in a direction. Storytellers 
should avoid when possible, “railroading” or using “De-
us-ex-Machina” type story elements that do not allow player 
input. An example of these story elements are overly pow-
erful gods dropping into the moment, killing players with 
them having no chance of surviving, forcing players to go 
a direction they do not want to go, and changing a player’s 
choices to better fit the story. This type of behavior does not 
make for a great player experience and should be avoided.

COnflict Phases:
Conflict phases occur whenever players need to roll skill 
dice against enemies or make decisions that require the 
group to take turns. Storytellers can include a conflict phase 
when players are talking over one another or are having a 
difficult time making decisions in order to give players an 
equal opportunity to use 3 actions and make deci-
sions. This is a great way to speed a story moment 
along after players have been discussing plans for 

too long. Giving players time to discuss is great, but sto-
rytellers should manage the game time, so it is balanced 
between conflicts and story roleplay. 

During a conflict phase the storyteller gets the opportunity 
to roleplay and control the enemy monsters and traps the 
players will encounter. 

Storytellers can quickly generate enemy encounters by as-
signing them at least one of each of the following attributes.

Type Group or Singular

Action(s) per Phase 1, 2, 3, 4

Base Skill Dice Max 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7

Weapon Skill Dice Max 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7

Defense (including Dodge) 0, 1, 2, 3

Shield Rating  
(adds to defense) No Shield or 1, 2, 3

Armor Damage Reduction 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Armor Hit Points 0, 5-20

Life Points 1-20

Profession Skills / Magi 1-2 skills

Special Abilities Choose 0-3

Enemy Type: 
Enemies attack in groups or as a single enemy. Storytellers 
should only have 1-2 types of enemies per conflict.

Grouped enemies share dice rolls. These enemies can come 
in any number from 2 to 200, but when a player rolls a skill 
against them, they roll against the entire group. Whenever a 
grouped enemy is attacked or is forced to oppose a play-
er, the entire group rolls as one. A storyteller might allow 
players to defeat a few enemies, but still remind the players 
there are several more lurking about. Whenever possible 
grouped enemies represent mobs, gangs, and in some cases 
armies. These fights are spectacularly more thrilling when 

the appearance of chaos in the fight is described. 
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Storytellers should describe where the grouped enemies 
are. Storytellers can make exceptions for instances where 
a player has singled out a grouped enemy character or 
performed a special ability against them. In these instances, 
the storyteller may choose to describe that enemy fleeing or 
dying while the rest of their group remains to fight. Story-
tellers should remember all damage to grouped enemies is 
shared. When their armor is damaged, all of their armor 
is damaged. When their life points are struck, all their life 
points are struck. When they are finally defeated, the rest of 
the group should have a similar defeat. 

When grouped enemies strike out at players they do so as a 
group and any players within reach are attacked.

Single enemies do not share their dice rolls and their oppos-
ing rolls with other enemies. Single enemies are often used 
as bosses, leaders, massive monsters, or story characters 
gone bad. 

Storytellers should make a point to use single enemies as 
important story characters who possess knowledge the play-
ers need, important items, and valuable gear.

When a single enemy strikes at a target they can do so indi-
vidually or in some cases towards any of the players nearby. 
This might single out players but will also present a more 
challenging enemy. If the single enemy has a ranged weap-
on, they might fire at all players nearby with their attack. 
If they wield a sword, the storyteller may explain that they 
swing their sword gracefully striking multiple players as 
they run. It’s all up to the storyteller and the circumstance.

Enemy Actions Per Phase:
Easy grouped enemies should not have more than 1 or 2 
actions each phase. This presents a challenging scene where 
a large mob is attacking the players but allows the play-
ers to feel like heroes defeating them. More complex and 
challenging groups should have 2 to 3 actions each phase. 
This higher number of actions is a better representation of a 
challenging guard and small trained force. 

Single enemies should start at a minimum of 2 actions per 
phase but can have upwards of 4 actions depending on how 
powerful the storyteller has deemed them. When giving a 
single enemy 4 actions, the enemy should be considered 
legendary and a big story boss for the players to overcome.

Enemy Base Skill Dice:
When determining how many skill enemies have, choose 
1-3 for easy groups, 3-4 for a somewhat more challenging 
fights, and 5-6 for truly epic challenges to the play-
ers. These are for base skill dice only.

Enemy Skill USage
When using enemies or NPC’s with base skills and some-
times profession or spell skills, a storyteller should keep the 
context of the characters abilities balanced to the set skill 
dice. If the enemy has a lot of base skill dice they might be 
well balanced at everything, but if they have fewer dice it 
does not always mean they are easy or slow, they might just 
not have a lot of skills in basic humanoid types of skills. 

Enemy Weapon Skill Dice:
When deciding an enemy weapon skill dice, the storyteller 
can choose to use for groups both ranged and melee weap-
ons. To help the players, storytellers should be clear which 
enemies in groups are melee wielders and which are ranged. 
For single enemies the storyteller can get more creative with 
the weapon used. A truly menacing boss might wield an 
exotic weapon the players have never seen before. The total 
skill dice for weapons should start low for easier enemies 
and increase the more challenging the enemy. 

Storytellers should keep in mind when using grouped en-
emies that most of their attacks will strike all the players at 
once. Keeping grouped enemy weapon dice lower will give 
the players more opportunity to survive a fight. Storytellers 
should balance weapon dice with the amount of actions the 
enemy gains in the phase. A challenging single enemy might 
have 3 actions and a 4 in weapon dice. Equally a grouped 
enemy with 2 actions might only have a 2 in weapon dice, 
but they are attacking all the players each time their phase 
comes up. Storytellers should experiment with low numbers 
against their players and adjust the challenge as the story 
gets more complex.

Enemy Defense (including dodge):
Enemies have a defense that ranges from 0 up to 3. Players 
all start with 1 dodge and equivalent humanoid enemies 
should have the same. Enemies who are not typical races 
found in and around Kromore can have different dodges 
that apply to the characters defense. This represents how 
difficult it is to hit the target. 

Storytellers should give enemies 0 to their defense when 
they are slow and easy targets, but they can make up for 
this slowness by giving them better armor ratings or more 
life points. Very easy enemies who are struck down with 1 
hit can have a 0 in defense as well, representing a minion 
type of enemy easily felled by players. In instances where 
an enemy is extra fast or partially ethereal, a storyteller can 
increase their defense to represent the challenge in players 
hitting them.
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Enemy Shield (Add to Defense):
Choosing if an enemy wields a shield or not for extra 
defense is up to the storyteller. The storyteller can even 
describe enemies wielding shields, but not actually include 
a statistical attribute if the enemies are part of a group. If 
the storyteller does however choose to give their enemy a 
shield, the storyteller should determine if the bonus is 1, 2, 
or 3. Enemies who seek cover will only gain up to 3 com-
bined with their shield. Since carrying a shield reduces the 
number of actions a character gets, this may make enemies 
wielding shields more arduous work for the storyteller to 
keep track of. We recommend using shields with enemies 
as a descriptive tool only for newer storytellers, but more 
advance storytellers to take advantage of this addition-
al defense option. Keep in mind grouped enemies with 
shields can get challenging if some lose their shield 
in conflict with players. For these instances, we 
recommend a flat defense assuming some in 
the group carry shields.

Enemy Armor Damage Reduction:
Every enemy is going to have different types or armor or no 
armor at all. It is up to the storyteller to determine if their 
enemy will be wearing armor. Storytellers should remember 
players will most likely want to take that armor and replace 
their own after a battle if it is better than what they are 
wearing. If armor is destroyed by the players in a conflict 
fight, then the armor after the battle will not be available for 
them to salvage, but it could be the perfect opportunity for 
an inventor to craft new armor from the pieces left behind.

The higher the value of the damage reduction the more it 
will reduce hits to life points. Some easier enemies might 
not wear armor at all. Storytellers should determine the 
armor available in the setting and story.

Sometimes armor is shell protection 
on a creature. Treat this as if it 

is worn armor and when it 
breaks it no longer pro-
vides the enemy benefits. 

In the rare case of armor 
damage reduction at a lev-
el 4, this armor is extreme-
ly rare and considered 
legendary.

Enemy Armor 
Hit Points:
Choose appropriate 
damage reduction with 
hit points that are at least 
double the damage reduc-
tion number. The higher 
the hit points the more 
the enemy can take hits 
to their armor. For easier 
enemies, we recommend 
keeping hit points under 
5. This allows for armor 
to help the enemy at first, 
but the player to quick-
ly overcome it. More 
challenging enemies and 
bosses should have up-
wards of 15-20 hit points 
on their armor. This also 
makes their armor a 
rewarding prize for play-
ers that defeate them, 
provided the armor isn’t 
destroyed when they do.
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Enemy Life Points:
Enemies should have life points based on the difficulty the 
storyteller wishes to present to players. Enemy groups might 
have more life points to represent the massive size of the 
mob engaged with the players, but they also might have a 
low number of life points representing how easily they are 
scared from the conflict after a few of their numbers are 
felled by the players. Single enemies should have at least 
5-10 life points. These are more challenging foes and should 
be a difficult encounter for the players. 

Enemies can have Wound, Critical, and Dying life points. 
If an enemy only has wound life points (most group ene-
mies),  they enemy will never lose actions as they grow close 
to death. Enemies with critical and dying life points should 
lose actions as they get closer to death.  

Enemies with 15 or 20 life points that are all wound life 
points, represent the greatest challenge for players.

Enemy Profession Skills:
Grouped enemies typically shouldn’t receive any profession 
skills. This makes them a base line enemy on the battlefield 
and easier for the storyteller to control. Single enemies with 
1 profession skill and even a few skill points can help boost 
other enemy units nearby.

We recommend keeping the number of profession skills to 
a minimum and instead focusing the enemy character as a 
master of that profession skill. 

Enemies with Magi abilities are extremely powerful on the 
battlefield, but also force the storyteller to know the spells 
extremely well to use them against the players. This can 
present a great story moment and give a story campaign 
drama and intrigue. Single and grouped enemies make for 
exciting spell caster enemies.

Enemy Special Abilities:
In addition to standard skills, we encourage storytellers to 
give unique enemies special abilities, but we highly recom-
mend only using special abilities that already exist in the 
game. This can be a special enemy who happens to also have 
a single known spell at their disposal or a single profession 
ability. Custom pre-made enemies will usually have special 
abilities not found in other locations and represent fun 
and unique challenges for players. Some abilities and spells 
may include race, special abilities, spells, size of creatures, 
weather and environment bonuses applied to the creature 
naturally, and anything else appropriate and balanced for 
player difficulty.

Additional Skill Difficulties: 
A storyteller should increase difficulty of skill rolls for play-
ers when there are additional environmental conditions. 

Perception rolls can increase based on the light and sound 
of the situation. In certain bright light or near darkness a 
trap may be more challenging to see. Likewise, the un-
sheathing of a sword behind the players might be consid-
ered equivalent to a pin drop in a crowded room. These 
types of story moments that require perception rolls from 
players should use the chart below to determine the target 
successes the players require to have observed or heard 
events. 

 Light Quality Difficulty 
Increase in Sound Quality Difficulty 

Increase

Glaring light +2 Successes Muffled chatter +2 Successes

Blizzard  
Whiteout +3 Successes Whispers nearby +3 Successes

Blinding light +4 Successes Whisper across 
room +4 Successes

Near darkness +5 Successes Pin drop in 
crowded +5 Successes

The storyteller should determine the difficult of a fitness 
skill prior to the player attempting it. Lighting, weather, and 
terrain conditions should factor into success difficulty as 
well as the possibility of light quality.

Weather  
Condition

Difficulty 
Increase

Terrain  
Factors

Difficulty 
Increase

Windy +1 Successes Jagged Rocks +2 Successes

Squall +2 Successes Deep Snow +3 Successes

Storm +3 Successes Falling Debris +4 Successes

Clear Sky -1 Successes Quick Sand +5 Successes

Perfect Sky -3 Successes Flash Flood +6 Successes

For instances of guile, players and enemies should also have 
light, sound, and weather play a factor in discerning with a 
perception role. (Example: A monster lurking on a cliff as 
players climb in a snowstorm might be difficult to spot with 
a perception due to its bonuses from a blizzard white out 
and snow. The total +6 difficulty increase applied to players 
perceptions to see the monster is the difficult the players 
need to beat or meet to see it.) 
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Conditions:
A condition is a type of penalty or benefit that remains on a 
player or enemy until it is removed. Some conditions wear 
off with time like magical armor, but others will remain 
forever until removed, like poison or death. Conditions 
should be written on a player’s character sheet with the 
power level of the condition.

All players avoid a condition with opposing rolls (1 action 
in conflict or up to 3 actions out of conflict). 

When a player rolls to oppose a condition, the total suc-
cesses from the player is removed from the total successes 
of the incoming condition. If any successes are left from 
the incoming condition, those generate a power level of the 
condition that is left on the player until removed. Condi-
tions are removed only on the players phase. Conditions are 
opposed on the enemy phase they are initiated. 
 
Every condition has a power level based on the successes 
remaining after the target rolls their 1 action opposition. 
Power levels can be raised to a higher level, but do not stack. 
To remove a condition the player must roll at least the mini-
mum success to remove amount for the power level. 
A - represents no condition applied at that power level.

Condition
Minor 

1-3 attacker 
2 removes

Major 
4-6 attacker 
3 removes

Epic 
7-9 attacker 
4 removes

Legendary 
10+ attacker 
5 removes

Skill to  
Remove

Mind/Fear - -1 Dice -2 Dice -3 Dice Soul

Stun/Slow -1 Action -1 Action -2 Action -2 Action Resistance

Fire Burn 1 Burn 2 Burn 3 Burn 4 Fitness

Ice/Freezing -1 Success -2 Success -3 Success -4 Success Resistance

Crushing -1 LP -2 LP -4 LP -6 LP Fitness

Electric -2 LP -3 LP -4 LP -5 LP Resistance

Death - -1 LP -2 LP -3 LP Soul

Decay/Rot - Decay +1 Decay +2 Decay +3 Resistance

Drowning - -1 LP -2 LP -3 LP Fitness

Poison -1 LP -2 LP -3 LP -4 LP Resistance

Disease Spread +1 Spread +2 Spread +3 Spread +4 Resistance

Armor - +1 DR +2 DR +3 DR Soul

Life LP +2 LP +4 LP + 7 LP + 10 Soul

Exhaustion/
Feeble/Weak - -1 Dice -2 Dice -2 Dice 

No Dodge Resistance

Entangle Dmg 1 Dmg 2 Dmg 3 Dmg 4 Fitness

Rage - +1 Success +2 Success +3 Success Soul

Float Float 1 Float 2 Float 3 Float 4 Resistance

Trample No Dodge No Cover No Shield No Armor Fitness

Prone No Dodge -1 Action -1 Dice - Fitness

Paralyzed -1 Action -1 Action -2 Action -2 Action Soul

Toxic -1 LP -2 LP -1 Dice -3LP -2 Dice -4LP Resistance

Invisible +2 Guile +4 Guile +6 Guile +8 Guile Soul

Deaf/Blind -1 Perception -3 Perception -6 Perception -9 Perception Resistance

Chaos -1 Success -1 Dice -3 Perception -Action Soul

MIND/Fear: 
The target will lose skill dice on their phase. The number 
of dice lost only applies once per phase but applies to all 
skill rolls in the phase. The soul skill is not reduced by the 
condition allowing the player to use their full dice amount 
when rolling to remove.

Stun/Slow: 
The target loses actions equal to the power level of the con-
dition until removed. When making their resistance skill 
check the target can use all their actions.

Fire: 
The target burns for life points each phase. In addition, 
any flammable objects worn by the target are burned at the 
same rate. (storyteller discretion when applied)

ICE/FrEEzing:
This condition causes the target to lose successes equal to 
the power level of the condition. When rolling resistance 
skill checks the target does not lose successes.

CRUSHING: 
The target takes life point damage each phase and cannot 
move until they make a fitness to escape the crushing.

Electric: 
The target takes life point damage each phase equal to the 
power level of the condition. In addition, any metal armor 
or weapons wielded by the character take the same amount 
in Hit Point damage. Combustible glass containers may 
also shatter at storyteller discretion.

Death: 
The target takes life point damage each phase equal to the 
Death + amount, but also applies the + amount each phase 
increasing the Death on them the longer it lasts.

Decay/ROT: 
The target takes life point damage each phase equal to 
the power level of the condition. In addition, any cloth or 
organic substances on the target begins to also decay at 
the storyteller’s discretion. Despite using the shaman-magi 
spell, growth to heal the target and remove decay/rot, the 
target will always have scars from the trauma.

Drowning: 
The target loses life points each phase and is considered 
drowning. The target makes a fitness to remove if sub-
merged and resistance if under a spell.

Poison: 
Poison deals life point damage equal to the power 
level of the condition each phase on the target. 
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Disease: 
The target takes life point damage each phase and has the 
chance to spread the disease at their power level to nearby 
allies who fail a 1 action opposition equal to the amount of 
successes required to remove the disease from the initial 
target. Disease spreads, but once cured a target cannot gain 
the same disease condition again for 1 day. 

Armor: 
This condition applies a temporary bonus to the target 
in the form of armor. Standard armor cannot be worn 
while this ability is granted as the armor takes the space of 
standard armor. The target must succeed their equivalent 
successes to remove the condition when receiving as their 
body will otherwise reject the condition. This armor does 
not have hit points and fades after 1 hour. 

Life: 
A target gains bonus life points equal to the power level 
of the condition. If the target is missing life points from 
wounds, critical, or dying states; the target gains those life 
points back first. Bonus life points are applied and remain 
with the target until used. Bonus life points are always used 
up first. If a target already has this condition, additional bo-
nus life points are not applied. A player with this condition 
does not gain additional life points every phase, but instead 
only gains the life points once, but the condition remains 
for 1 day. For undead and demonic creatures, targets take 
LP damage equal to the life amount each phase.

Exhaustion/Feeble/Weak: 
Players with exhaustion, feeble, or weak conditions lose 
dice and at the highest levels, their dodge. These conditions 
are to apply to characters who fail resistance skill rolls 
against long journeys, epic battles, weather conditions, 
some spell like attacks that target a player’s fortitude, and 
from traps. 

Entangle: 
The target is slowly entangled in this condition. Each phase 
the target is entangled they take life point damage and any 
armor or weapon entangled takes hit point damage equal 
to the condition power level. The target cannot move or 
perform ranged attacks or spells while entangled. 

Rage: 
The target gains additional successes each phase but must 
succeed their equivalent successes to remove the condition 
when receiving as their body otherwise rejects the rage.

Float: 
The target floats 10’ x the condition power rating 
until removed. Targets cannot fly, but simply float. 
Targets can be moved by wind and other objects.

Trample:
Characters that are knocked down, roughed up, or amid a 
chaotic scene can find themselves caught in a trample con-
dition. Each power level of trample applies an inability for 
the player to utilize their dodge, cover, shield, and armor 
bonuses, but also continues to not allow any lesser power 
level penalties as well. 

Prone:
Players that fail a fitness and are hanging from a ledge or 
fall flat on the ground, are considered prone. The player can 
still act while prone, but they suffer the condition penalties 
until it is removed. Players can also become prone even 
when they are not lying flat on the ground, these instances 
are when the player is knocked around or unable to react as 
they normally would. Each power level of prone combines 
any lesser power levels as the condition penalty.

Paralyzed:
Players lose actions equivalent to the power level of the 
condition. The action lost does not apply to actions used to 
make soul skill dice rolls to remove the condition. Para-
lyzed characters are also slowed or unable to maneuver for 
story purposes, at the discretion of the storyteller.

Toxic:
Players lose dice and life points based on the power lev-
el of the condition during their phase. Toxic conditions 
represent nuclear fallout, toxic waste, and other chemical 
situations where players fall victim to exposure. Specialized 
gear can filter out these toxins based on power level.

Invisible:
The target gains a bonus to their guile skill successes equal 
to the power level of the condition. The target is not com-
pletely invisible but appears more difficult to see from 
others. Others are forced to make perception oppositions 
to any target under the Invisible condition equal to the 
remove rating to see the target and make attacks on it. 
For targets with a permanent condition of Invisible, each 
attempt on the target requires an additional perception to 
bypass the power level Invisible rating or the target is Invis-
ible to the attacker. Soul removes unwanted invisibility.

Deaf/Blind:
Targets of this condition gain penalties to their perception 
successes equal to the power level rating.

Chaos:
Targets under the chaos condition gain the power level pen-
alty and any lower level rating penalties every phase until 

the chaos condition is removed.
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NPC’s & ENEMIES:
This section is for storytellers to use for story hooks and pre-generated enemy stats. Players should avoid this section if they 
wish to be surprised by their story moments. We suggest using these NPC’s and enemies as encounters for players to help 
drive a story forward. After the initial encounter stories can branch out in their own organic way. Since there is very little 
Kromore lore content in this playtest, we recommend using the Kromore 1.0 books to help you create additional back-
ground content and lore for your adventures. Storytellers are also encouraged to create their own worlds using the Kro-
more setting and races as a backdrop.

Sample Quick Enemy Stats:
This is a quick sheet with multiple enemies pre-made for 
quick use in stories. Balance your group and solo enemies 
as needed and give your players a fighting chance. If play-
ers succeed well against a low enemy, give them a higher 
rated one next conflict. Storytellers should add abilities and 
spells to these quick sheet enemies when needed to cus-
tomize them for the story. When applying weapon dice the 
storyteller should choose if the enemy has a ranged, melee, 
unarmed, grapple, or marksman type of weapon. For higher 
difficulty character, consider enemies carrying two types of 
weapons and having weapon dice for each at the same level. 

Difficulty Easy Harder Challenge Epic

Actions 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 6

Base Dice 1 2 1 2 3 3 3 4 5 5 6 7

Weapon Dice 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7

Defense 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4

Armor DR 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

Armor HP 0 0 8 12 12 12 15 15 15 16 18 20

Life Points 5 5 5 10 10 10 15 15 15 16 18 20

Abilities & Spells - - - 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4

Crowns, Credits &  
Loot rewards

200-500c
 Power level 1
DR 1 Armor

600-1000c  
Power level 2 

DR 1-2 Armor

1000-5000c 
Power level 3 

DR 2-3 Armor

5000-10000c 
Power level 4 

DR 3-4 Armor

Traps:
To construct traps for players, a storyteller should consider 
introducing traps as conditions that are applied when the 
trap goes off. This allows players an opposition roll and ap-
plies the remaining trap value as the condition on the player 
during conflicts. For non-conflict traps, a flat condition 
damage should be applied.  
 
When presenting the difficulty of the trap, set a power level 
of the condition you want to occur and let players attempt 
to oppose that number. Some players will have a lesser 
condition applied representing some players ability to resist 
the trap over others. The same level value as the condition 
should also represent the perception to divulge the traps 
existence. Equally the same value can represent the guile 

requirement to deactivate the trap. 
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Rocknose Dorgin (creature)

Rocknose Dorgin Small groups 2-5

Action(s) per Phase 2

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (melee)

Defense 3
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 12

Life Points 15 wound

Rocknose Dorgin are found in desert and low tundra 
regions of Kromore. Dorgin get the vanquisher trample 
ability when rolling melee attacks. These massive creatures 
are roughly 10’-20’ long and 10’ high.

DOrgin

Zatilok Tracers

Zatilok Skip Tracers Solo or Small group

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (melee) 4 (ranged)  
3 (unarmed)

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 12

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

The Zatilok bounty hunters found their popularity amongst 
the Prime as knowledgably Kromorian natives and a race of 
tribal onlookers who finally found their chance to make a 
name for themselves. Unlike the rest of Kromore during the 
Prime occupation that saw many enslaved or hiding that 
chose not to join them, the Zatilok were allowed to keep 
their native lands and rights to decisions in their tribal clans 
provided they send their best trackers and warriors to act as 
skip tracers for the prime. These many Zatilok were intro-
duced to weapons and equipment they’d never seen and 
quickly adapted to the technology using it to hunt down 
and capture all those who opposed the Prime. 

When using these characters always equip them with the 
best technology for the era. They are found in the Space 
eras, but many have been known to time travel through 
the realms to capture targets ancestors. This time traveling 

Zatilok cannot take technology with them through 
the realms, but are easy spots as they often are well 
versed in inventing and easy spots in early eras 
where other Zatilok are more feral.

Zatilok Tracer
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Gubaxa

“Gubaxa” Gyx Sand Snake solo

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 4

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (unarmed)

Defense 3
Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 15

Life Points 20 wound

The Gyxan sand snake is a great warrior prize for those who 
can best it. They reach lengths of 100 meters (300’) and oc-
cupy Regulos 7 as well as desert regions of central Kromore. 
Gubaxa eat meat and grow multiple snake limbs from their 
main massive head and torso. Controlled initially to enslave 
the Gyx race, the Gubaxa have since broken free from 
servitude and independently control their own futures as 
cognoscente monstrous creatures of the desert.

Hvid Chaos Demon

Hvid-Hvid Solo or Groups up to 50

Action(s) per Phase 5

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (all weapons)

Defense 3
Armor Damage Reduction 0

Armor Hit Points 0

Life Points 15 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Mimic

The Hvid will change their 
shape and mimic other ob-
jects and creatures around 
them. They get automatic 
guile skill rolls to mimic 

their form.

Immunities Fear, Mind, Chaos, 
Presence skill rolls

The Hvid Chaos Demon is found solo or in massive groups 
of constantly transforming sizes. Hvid always change their 
shape to mimic their surroundings. When in their chaos 
realm they will mimic one another wearing a mask like face 
to cover their true emotions, but around others will always 
mimic the nearest target. They require constant perceptions 

to know where the real Hvid is. Hvid’s will often 
mimic humanoids speech, behavior, and bodies.

Gubaxa

Hvid
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Velrun MiriKore Chancellor:
Velrun is a chancellor for the Mirikore people of Dhor-
rummixxi, a planet in the outer zone that is populated by 
Mirikore, Rylex, Dhorrrummixxi, and Lux. The Mirikore 
are the controlling and ruling race of the outer zone. Vel-
run is from the Space Era, but travels through the realms 
and time working for the Mirikore during all eras. He is a 
high-ranking member of the Prime Empire.    

Why He’s on Kromore:
Velrun is on Kromore during every era traveling through 
the realms and time in attempts to track down prime ene-
mies and their ancestors. His goals are aligned with prime 
directives that give him inquisitor style authorization and 
resources from the Mirikore. 

Velrun, Mirikore Chancellor Solo Boss

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 4 (ranged/marksman)

Defense 2

Shield Rating 0

Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 12

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Aristocrat Dice 5 (Fortune Pool 8)

Grim Magi 5

Special Items Realm Travel Device

Special Item 
(Belt of True Self)

Immune to presence skill, 
intimidation, and fear.

Velrun AS an NPC
The Mirikore are mainly quiet about their knowledge of the 
realms and future eras, but Velrun will divulge information 
if pushed. He is often found to be braggadocios. Velrun 
should often be surrounded by mercenaries or Mirikore 
loyalists from the current era. He will on occasion use realm 
creatures to do his bidding, by controlling them with grim 
magi devices and artifacts. 

Velrun
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Wenslo (Creature)
The Wenslo, 

Creature of the Kragwood Solo or groups 1-5

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (melee)

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 10

Life Points 15 wound, 5 critical

Special Abilities Screech (3)

The Wenslo are a mysterious and sacred creature known for 
their massive unnatural size and violent disposition. When 
they aren’t attacking each other, the Wenslo roam in packs 
hunting anything and everything that wanders into their 
forests. The creature has four legs, but when it stands solely 
on its hind legs it can convert its front legs to powerful talon 
like weapons. The Wenslo hide among the tree’s in the Krag-
wood, towering over much of the canopy when they stand 
fully upright.

SCREECH:  
The Wenslo can screech once per phase without the use of 
actions. The screech requires targets to make a resistance 
opposition to the screech of 1 action. If the players fail 
to meet or beat the successes of the Wenslo’s screech, the 
player suffers a penalty of deafness until they remove the 
deafness with a resistance of 3 or more. 

DErafin (Realm Creature)

Derafin, Creature of Light Solo or groups 1-3

Action(s) per Phase 5

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (ranged)

Defense 1
Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 12

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Special Abilities Blinding Light

The Derafin gain blinding light naturally causing all crea-
tures around them to see their true selves completely en-
cased in light with only a small amount of revealing matter 
within. All players suffer power level 4 Light/Blind condi-
tions permanently when around a Derafin. 
 Derafin avoid traveling outside their own realm 
when possible but have been known to find themselves 
summoned or trapped in the realm of reality (our 
realm) by realm magic. Their disposition is typically 
cruel, but just and honorable.

W
enslo

Derafin
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Ree’okI The Living God

Ree’oki Rylex Leader Solo Boss

Action(s) per Phase 5

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 6 (melee)  
4 (grapple/unarmed)

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 10

Life Points 25 wound, 5 critical

Vanquisher Profession 5

Healer Profession 4

Additional Abilities/Notes Uses Grade 4 Poison with 
unarmed attacks. 

Relic of the Living God Immune to poison/stun/
prone

Ree’oki is the leader of the Rylex race. He is rumored to be 
over 8000 years old, but many believe the title of Ree’oki is 
handed off to a new leader when the old one passes. The lin-
eage and lore of Ree’oki is well known within the outer zone 
and realms. The Rylex, originally from the horned realm, 
took over the planet Fera and renamed it Rylex. They are 
sworn enemies of the Ferrian, who were forced to travel to 
Kromore and seek refuge. During the early three kingdoms 
era of Kromore, the Rylex are known as the horned men on 
the continent of Dae’adrin. They mainly fled Kromore after 
the star comet struck in 0 ASC, but Ree’oki is known to trav-
el the planet on occasion with an army of Rylex in tow. The 
Rylex are allied with the Mirikore and Prime, but often have 
their own goals and objectives.

Rylex Champions

Rylex Solo or Groups 2-5

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (melee)

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 8

Life Points 10 wound
Vanquisher 4

These champions are often found guarding Ree’oki.

Rylex

Ree’o
ki
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Alkina Dhorrummixxi Rebel

Alkina Rebel Leader Solo

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max 4 (ranged) 3 (unarmed)

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 1

Armor Hit Points 5

Life Points 15 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Immortal

The Dhorrummixxi are 
considered Immortal and 

will live forever if their 
bodies are kept in good 

conditions.

Alkina The Rebel:
Alkina is a rebel of her people on the planet in the outer 
zone. The Mirikore use the Dhorrummixxi as a subordi-
nate slave race throughout the eras. Alkina is known as the 
leader of the rebellion against the Prime and the Mirikore 
people. Her life is considered precious and protected by the 
Dhorrummixxi and often her immortal followers will sac-
rifice themselves to keep her alive and the idea of freedom 
from the Mirikore alive. 

Alkina on Kromore:
Alkina is on Kromore during every era traveling through 
the realms and time hiding from the Mirikore. Her exis-
tence on Kromore is not well known, but Velrun of the 
Prime has been chasing her for centuries. Storytellers 
should use Alkina as a story hook, provided the players 
have access to the realms and races of the outer zone.  

Followers of Alkina:
There are many followers of Alkina that will do anything 
for her. Her existence represents the hope that her Dhor-
rummixxi race will one day retake their planet home world 
from the Prime and Mirikore and live in peace on their own 
terms. Luxen, Tesck, and Ferrian from the outer zone are 
races often found allied with Alkina and her other Dhor-
rummixxi allies against the Prime. 

Time Traveling Alkina:
Alkina has traveled through time for countless centuries, 
but her original era of birth is in the year 4500 ASC. She’s 
known to spend most of her time fighting in the realm wars 

and on Kromore during the Steam and Steel eras as 
well as the later part of the Kromorian Civil War. 

Alkina
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Brindal Warf (creature)

Brindal Warf swimmer Small groups 2-5

Action(s) per Phase 2

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 5 (unarmed)

Defense 3
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 12

Life Points 15 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

The Brindal warf is a swimming creature found through-
out various deep-water areas of Kromore. The creature is 
friendly to sailing ships, but wary of motorized vessels. 
They are plant eating creatures whose hides are often sought 
after by fishermen and trappers. The creature was deemed 
protected under the Kalin Order in the year 2130 and saw 
repopulation from small numbers in that time. They range 
from 3 meters to upwards of 5 meters in size.

Choosik Stag (Realm Creature)

Choosik Stag Solo or groups 1-20

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 3 unarmed

Defense 1
Armor Damage Reduction 0

Armor Hit Points 0

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Special Abilities Trample

The Choosik stag is a four-legged beast resembling a deer, 
but three times larger. Their disposition is curious, but 
friendly. They are often used as realm traveling creatures for 
Sci-Magi and travelers in the realms. The Choosik can be 
tamed for riding but will always oppose initial attempts with 
their soul skill. Failed attempts to tame a Choosik will cause 
it to rally other Choosik into a stampede. 

Brindal W
arf

Choosik
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Ayrlin, The LuxEn

Ayrlin (Luxen Female) Solo Character

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 4

Weapon Skill Dice Max 3 (unarmed)

Defense 2

Shield Rating 0

Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 10

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Healer 3 dice (Healing pool 9)

Outlander 3 dice

Special Items Realm Travel Device

Special Abilities All unarmed claw attacks deal 
poison minor condition

Ayrlin

Arylin is a genuinely friendly Luxen, but incredibly 
skeptical of outsiders. Typically, a solo survivalist, 
Ayrlin prefers to travel alone and undisturbed, but 
Ayrlin has recently befriended a group of treasure 
hunters who she’s hired to help her reclaim an artifact. 

The Mystic Artifact:
Ayrlin requires the artifact to cure a realm curse that 
will kill her brother within the month. She will do 
anything in her power to save her brother, including 
fight anyone who tries to stop her from gaining the 
artifact.

Ayrlin AS an NPC
Ayrlic can be persuaded to join the players quest or 
convince them to help her on her own. The other trea-
sure hunters may eventually turn against the players, 
unconvinced they will be willing to share the bounty. 
Storytellers should roleplay the gang of treasure hunt-
ers and Ayrlin accordingly.
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Dhorrummixxi (Creature)

Dhorrummixxi Solo or Group

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 4

Weapon Skill Dice Max 3 melee | 4 unarmed/grapple

Defense 2
Armor Damage Reduction 2

Armor Hit Points 10

Life Points 10 wound 5 critical 5 dying

The Dhorrummixxi are a subordinate race to the Miriko-
re and are often found working as underlings and slaves 
to their masters. The Dhorrummixxi don’t always have 4 
hands, but often have abnormal growths that differ from 
standard humanoid creatures. Their skin is extra thick and 
provides additional dodge defense bonuses naturally, but 
also grants them body armor. When the armor of a Dhor-
rummixxi is damaged it will naturally re-grow at 1 hit point 
a day. Dhorrummixxi often trim their skin so they can see 
around their face and maneuver but left ungroomed their 
bodies will grow into thick massive tree like structures that 
immobilize and ground the creature into the earth. Even-
tually a Dhorrummixxi will merge with the earth and lose 
track of its ability to function as a humanoid with indepen-
dent thought and purpose.

Dhorrummix
xi

KrelliNs (Demon realm of Death)

Krellin, death demons Solo

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max 4 (ranged aoe & grapple)

Defense 2

Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 15

Life Points 10 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

A Krellin has the ability Death Leech that deals the Death 
condition. In addition to the condition, any target that loses 
LP, the Krellin steals it for their own.

KrellinS
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chorin (creature)

Chorin Groups or Solo

Action(s) per Phase 3

Base Skill Dice Max 3

Weapon Skill Dice Max
3 Marksman  
5 Unarmed   
4 Grapple

Defense 1
Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 15

Life Points 20 Wound

Vanquisher 4

Regeneration Ability regenerate 1 LP per hour

Tactics Grenades, Mixed Melee/
Ranged Combat, Aggressive

Immunities Presence, Intimidation, 
Fear, Soul

chorin in the universe:
Chorin never leave their dead behind. They are often 
heavily armed, armored, and terrifying. They’ve only been 
studied and dissected after the year 2500 ASC, but they’ve 
plagued the universe for eons. Studies have proven the 
Chorin feel no pain, no fear, and possibly harbor no soul.
 The Chorin have annihilated most life in the uni-
verse and led to many of the races that now take refuge on 
Kromore. Their arrival on Earth, in the Earth year 2093, 
was preceded by the Tesck who warned of their coming. 
The exodus of Earth that followed in the years after is 
remembered in history as the greatest racial re-transplanta-
tion of its kind.
 The Chorin reveres and fears their own immortal 
king RIN. The god is thought to have existed for all time, 
the consumer of life, and the giver of life everlasting in the 
form of death. 
 They are technologically advanced in all eras, have 
physically sharp teeth and leathery slimy skin. With age the 
skin tears, exposing muscle, bone, and under flesh. They 
stand 9’ tall on average and weigh upwards of 400 lbs. from 
thin stature to thick.

Chorin
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Tesck (creature)

Tesck Groups or Solo

Action(s) per Phase 4

Base Skill Dice Max 5

Weapon Skill Dice Max
4 Ranged  

5 Unarmed   
4 Melee

Defense 1
Armor Damage Reduction 3

Armor Hit Points 15

Life Points 15 wound, 5 critical, 5 dying

Outlander 4

Sci-Magi 5

Inventor 5

Telepathic

The Tesck are telepathic 
and blind. They see their 
surroundings with tele-
pathic sonar like vision.

Tesck

Tesck in the universe:
The Tesck are known to have superior technology 
and space travel. Though they seldom share with 
others, they have been known to bring refugee races 
to the planet Kromore for safety from extinction. 
The Tesck are mortal enemies of the Chorin who 
hunt them at every chance. 
 Socially run by a female population, these 
female Tesck negotiate and act as peacekeepers, 
technicians, and builders. Their male counterparts 
are strictly warriors and servants to the female spe-
cies. Male Tesck will not speak unless prompted by 
female Tesck and will always obey their commands. 
 The Tesck female is known to grow their 
hair like colors long and flowing, but male Tesck 
will cut all colors of their hair. 
 Off world Tesck are known to protect 
themselves from harsh light and often wear protec-
tive clothing and masks to block it out. Their home 
world of Tzu is near pitch black and what light 
source does exist on the planet surface is known 
as Meen-Rae. This substance is the lifeblood of the 
Tesck and only grows on their home world. When 
traveling outside of their planet, Tzu, the Tesck will 
bring Meen-Rae with them to stay connected.
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